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ABSTRACT
ALEXANDRA DEYNEKA: The Ackland Sophia: Contextualizing, Interpreting, and
“Containing” Wisdom
(Under the Direction of Jaroslav Folda)
The portable Russian icon, Sophia, Holy Wisdom, located at the Ackland Art Museum,
unveils several inter-dependent theological meanings, mediating between text and image and
figure and pre-figuration. This paper focuses on the Ackland Sophia within the framework of its
Novgorodian prototype, examining the influence of visual and textual sources on the
interpretation of Wisdom iconography, and addressing the effects of the religious and intellectual
climate in Novgorod and Moscow at the turn of the sixteenth century on its development. The
intention of this analysis is to contribute to a growing body of research, enhancing the
accessibility of the Ackland collection.
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I. Introduction
In Russia the icon became the main form of expression of Christian art. 1 Like the church
iconostasis, which separates the sanctuary from the nave, a smaller devotional image also
functions as a “screen” between the divine and human realms. However, it was not until the late
1400’s, almost five centuries after the adoption of Christianity by the Kievan Prince Vladimir,
when questions of iconography, function, and meaning of “holy images” began to be formally
raised by Russian theologians.2
Over the centuries Kievan Rus’ maintained strong ties to Byzantium. These connections
persisted after the division and eventual dissolution of the Kievan State, but were complicated by
factors such as the Mongol occupation starting in the early thirteenth century.3 The end of the
fourteenth century saw a revival of contacts with the late empire and a new influx of Greek artists
working in major cities, including Novgorod and Moscow. Palaeologan and late Byzantine art
had a profound influence on the work of the famed Andrei Rublev4 (c. 1370-1430), a student of
Theophanes the Greek, and on his contemporaries. By the fifteenth century Russian art, having
benefited from its Byzantine roots, and from the development of regional “schools” of painting,
had also begun to establish a “national” style. This move came at a time of consolidation of
1The early Russian churches were wooden and relied on icons for religious imagery. Even in major stone churches, the
iconostasis continued to play a major role.
2Namely, Iosif Volotskii’s late XV-century treatises in defense of icons, complied in his Address to the Iconographer
(Poslanie Ikonopistsu). Volotskii draws on Byzantine iconophile literature, including the writings of St. John of
Damascus and the Acts of the Seventh Ecumenical Council.
3Few icons from the period before the Mongol conquest survive today. See V.V. Bychkov, ed. Khudozhestvenno-
Esteticheskaia Kul’tura Drevnei Rusi XI-XVII Veka. (Moskva: Nauchno-Izdatel’skii Tsentr “Ladomir”), p. 199.
4I use a simplified version of the Library of Congress system of transliteration, with the exception of previously
transliterated names in bibliographical sources and widely accepted spellings.
2political power under the rule of Moscow. After the fall of Constantinople in 1453, Moscow
began to view itself as the “Third Rome,” the legitimate heir of the Byzantine legacy.5
The period of political consolidation was accompanied by a more active examination of
religious thought and practice and an increase in production of texts and images, partially in
response to late fifteenth- and early sixteenth-century “heretical” movements, and the
eschatological expectations of the year 1492 (the year 7000). By the late fifteenth century,
Russian iconography moved toward more complex and allegorical themes, often based on textual
sources, rather than visual prototypes alone. These images could no longer be analyzed in
reference to Byzantine examples alone, but had to be contextualized in a distinctly Russian
framework. Insofar as the contemporary intellectual climate facilitated discussion (and criticism)
of the new iconography, it also opened and widened the possibilities of its interpretation.
Over the next centuries the “new” and at times controversial icons reached beyond
material6 representation of the divine, to include symbols, allegories, and Old Testament pre-
figurations. For example, the icon of the Virgin of the Burning Bush (Bogomater’ Neopalimaia
Kupina), known starting in the sixteenth century, incorporated not only the familiar image of the
Virgin and Child, but also a number of symbolic representations of Mary, taken from the Old
Testament and the Akathistos hymn. The most polemical icons offered representations of Christ
based on Old Testament images and prophesies, rather than on the New Testament event of
incarnation.
The personification of Sophia, the Wisdom of God, belongs to a class of images derived
from textual “figures,” more so than “historical” ones, allowing it a certain semantic openness,
within the ramifications of the Scripture and relevant theological texts. The concept of Holy
5The idea was supported by the marriage of Ivan III and Sofia Paleolog, the niece of the last Byzantine emperor, in
1472.
6Referring particularly to images enabled and reinforced by the incarnation of Christ.
3Wisdom first manifested itself in Rus’ with the dedication of churches to Sophia,7 and later in a
number of iconographic interpretations, including the “Novgorod Sophia type,” known from the
late fifteenth century.
This paper will consider the icon of Sophia, Holy Wisdom, located in the Ackland Art
Museum in Chapel Hill, NC within local, national, and larger (Byzantine and South Slavic)
iconographic, historical, and intellectual contexts. (Fig. 1) The Ackland Sophia presents the
personification of Divine Wisdom as a red angel in royal dress, enthroned and flanked by the
winged Virgin-Queen and St. John the Baptist. Above Sophia is the blessing Christ, followed by
the Ancient of Days, appearing against the blue scroll of heaven, held up by angels. The icon’s
modest size and its craftsmanship suggest that it was intended as a portable piece, either for
private devotion or use in a small village church, a function that underlines the need to position
the image within a larger body of works, related to a particular iconographic type. Based on
iconographic and stylistic qualities, the Ackland icon has been attributed to the sixteenth-century
and ascribed to a “Northern” school of painting. 8 While the Ackland Sophia retains the basic
features of the Novgorod type, it also differs from it in a number of ways, which suggest that the
piece may come from the Northern Russian region of Vologda.9 The earliest available record of
the icon’s provenance is dated shortly after the Revolution of 1917, when it was sold through the
“Art and Antiques” department of Moscow State Sales. However, rather than focusing on the
precise origin of the object, this paper will explore the nature of the image that it presents.
The iconographic characteristics of the Ackland Sophia will be analyzed within the
context of the Novgorod Sophia type, addressing the factors that had shaped Sophia iconography
in Novgorod and beyond. Considered against the background of the Novgorod-Moscow heresies
7For the sake of simplicity, I use the English spelling “Sophia” of the original Greek term í, meaning “wisdom,”
rather than transliterating the Russian term 	 (Sofiia).
8See Appendix II, Catalogue, for existing information on this icon.
9A region East of Novgorod and North of Moscow, which in the late XIV century passed from Novgorod to Moscow
control.
4“of the judaizers,” the Novgorod Sophia type presents a theological response that synthesizes Old
and New Testament imagery and validates several ways of representing the divine. While the
typological links presented in the Ackland icon advance a Christological interpretation, wherein
pre-figurations of Christ are joined with a representation of Christ incarnate, while the Virgin is
emphasized as a means of incarnation and the temple and container of Divine Wisdom, the open
and textual nature of the central figure allows for other co-existing and inter-dependent
readings.10 The Christological significance of the image, its Mariological connotation, and its
interpretation as an allegory of virginity and chastity, ultimately refer to the infinite nature of
Wisdom, who “reacheth therefore from end to end mightily.” 11
The textual foundations of Sophia iconography will be examined with close attention to
the Scripture and the theological literature relevant to the period of the Novgorod-Moscow
heresies, namely, the writings of St. John of Damascus, Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite, and
Iosif Volotskii. Used to defend holy images during the period of the “judaizing” heresies, the
works of these authors, coupled with existing exegetic texts that address the Novgorod Sophia
iconography, also allow for a discussion of the relationship between the (intended) viewer and the
image of Holy Wisdom.
10In this case, the textual sources that inform the representation of Wisdom are varied, thereby contributing to semantic
openness.
11(Wisdom 8:1). The Holy Bible: Douay Rheims Version. Rockford, Illinois: Tan Books and Publishers, Inc., 1971.
Due to the increased reliance on the Vulgate in Russia, starting at the turn of the fifteenth century, and in order to avoid
inconsistencies in translation, I will use the Douay Rheims version of the Bible. Significant differences in translation
between the Vulgate and Old Church Slavonic portions of the Bible, deriving from the Septuagint, will be noted.
II. The Ackland Sophia in an Iconographic Context
The iconography of the Ackland Sophia is said to have originated with the cathedral icon
of the Novgorod St. Sophia, traditionally referred to as the “Novgorod Sophia type.”12 The
earliest mention of this icon is found in the Fourth Novgorod Chronicle of 1510 (7018), in which
Prince Basil (Kniaz’ Vasilii Ivanovich) III of all-Russia, visiting Novgorod, orders that a candle
be lit “day and night” in front of the image of Sophia, Holy Wisdom, “as was in ancient times.”13
In an iconostasis (particularly in churches dedicated to Sophia), this icon was usually placed in
the “local row,” located directly below the Deesis14 row and adjoining the Royal Doors.15 The
iconostasis of St. Sophia currently contains a seventeenth-century version of the icon. (Figs. 2-3)
12 The original cathedral icon is no longer extant. Only two (altered) icons from the original decoration of the cathedral
still exist. See 
ngelina Smirnova. “Eleventh-century Icons from St. Sophia Cathedral in Novgorod and the Problem of
the Altar Barrier.” Byzantine Icons: Art, Technique, and Technology. Ed. Maria Vassilaki. (Heraklion: Crete
University Press, 2002), p. 21.
13
“A   ,   ,           ! 
" # $, !  ,  %& !.” “Novgorodskaia Chetvertaia Letopis’ .” Polnoe
Sobranie Russkikh Letopisei . Vol. 4. (Moskva: Iazyki Russkoi Kul’tury, 1997), pp. 469, 537. Such a gesture may have
pointed to the icon’s status as a miracle-working image. See C. N. Gukova. “Sofiia Premudrost’ Bozhia (k
Novgorodskomu Izvodu).” Novgorodskii Istoricheskii Sbornik. (Sankt-Peterburg: Rossiiskaia Akademia Nauk, 2003),
p. 204. Also, Georgii Vasil’evich Florovskii. “O Pochitanii Sofii, Premudrosti Bozhiei v” Viznatii i na Rusi.” Trudy V-
go S”ezda Russkikh” Akademicheskikh” Organizatsii za Granitsei. (Sofia, Bulgaria: Izdanie Russkikh
Akademicheskikh Organizatsii v Sofii, 1932), p. 493. Indeed, one version of a well-known commentary (tolkovanie) on
the Novgorod Sophia iconography notes that once a candle had self-ignited in front the image. See “Tolkovanie Sviatoi
Sofii.” Ed. Iu. K. Begunov. Skazania Novgoroda Velikogo. (Sankt-Peterburg: Politekhnika, 2004), p. 199.
14The term “deesis” is derived from the Orthodox liturgy and refers to “prayer” or “supplication” in Greek. In a
traditional Deesis composition the Virgin and St. John the Baptist are represented in the act of interceding for the
humankind.
15The Orthodox iconostasis is a screen, composed of several tiers of icons, separating the sanctuary from the nave.
Traditionally, the lowest tier of the iconostasis consists of the local row (mestnyi riad) with the Royal Doors (tsarskie
vrata) in the center, followed by the Deesis row (deisusnyi riad), the Festal row (prazdnichnyi riad), the row of
Prophets (prorocheskii riad), and the row of Patriarchs (praotecheskii riad). For a discussion of the development and
structure of the Russian iconostasis, see Leonid Ouspensky and Vladimir Lossky. The Meaning of Icons. (Crestwood,
NY: St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 1983), pp. 59-64. Sophia icons have been noted in churches of Novgorod,
Vologda, Moscow, and other cities. For example, the main Vologda cathedral, dedicated to Sophia in the late sixteenth
century, houses a Sophia icon in the local row of the iconostasis. (The icon was painted by Vasilii Novgorodets and
6The Fourth Novgorod Chronicle suggests that the original icon from the iconostasis of
the Novgorod St. Sophia could have been painted before 1510. Indeed, some scholars16 maintain
that the central figure of Holy Wisdom was already known in Novgorod in the early fifteenth
century. Supporting this date of origin is a contemporary anonymous “Commentary on Sophia,
the Wisdom of God,” which closely follows the iconography of the Novgorod Sophia type.17 As
art historian Vera Briusova observes, this iconography probably reached its familiar form after
1484, under the Novgorod Archbishop Gennadii, who reportedly replaced the cathedral icon of
Sophia with a new one. Briusova suggests that at this time the image was expanded by the
addition of the Virgin and St. John the Baptist.18 It is plausible that Sophia was originally
represented as a single figure, such as the angel in red dress, depicted below an image of King
David, within a temple, and inscribed “Sophia” from the 1397 Kievan Psalter.19 (Fig. 4)
Others have argued for a sixteenth-century origin of the iconography. For instance,
nineteenth-century Russian theologian, archpriest Lebedintsev, proposed that the icon first
Zhdan Dement’ev in 1618 in order to replace a similar image destroyed several years earlier). On rare occasions, the
Sophia icon may be found in other parts of the iconostasis. For instance, in the Tsarekonstantinovskaia Church in
Vologda, a mid-seventeenth century icon of Sophia is located in the festal row. See Aleksandr Rybakov. Vologodskaia
Ikona: Tsentry Khudozhestvennoi Kul’tury Zemli Vologodskoi VIII-XVIII Vekov. (Moskva: “Galart,” 1995), cat. no. 83,
p. 89.
16In this paper I generally rely on recent Russian historical, art-historical, and theological scholarship. The XIX-century
article of Georgii Filimonov proved to be invaluable because of the author’s direct observations of extant icons and
excerpts of several manuscript texts on Sophia iconography. I also refer to Russian scholarship from the Soviet period,
published by Soviet scholars and those living abroad (keeping in mind the limitations of a theological discussion in the
case of the former). Only a few Western theologians and scholars, including John Meyendorff and Donald Fiene have
addressed the topic of Sophia iconography.
17The text is known in Russian as “'  # $(.” Its earliest version is dated to late XV
century and manuscript versions differ to some extent in length and content. See V. G. Briusova. Sofiia Novgorodskaia:
Pamiatnik Iskusstva i Istorii. (Moskva: Veche, 2001), p. 139. The text is sometimes partially reproduced on Sophia
icons and has appeared in some pattern books (podlinniki), including the Stroganov manual, and within other related
texts, such as the XII-century address of Greek patriarch Luke to Andrei Bogoliubski. See Nikonian Chronicle From
the Year 1132 to 1240. Vol. 2. Ed. Serge A. Zenkovsky. Trans. Serge A. and Betty Jean Zenkovsky. (Princeton, NJ:
The Kingston Press, 1984), pp. 117-127. According to Filimonov, parts of this text were also used in a liturgy
performed on the day of consecration of St. Sophia in Novgorod. Filimonov reproduces parts of XVI and XVII-century
manuscripts of the text. See “Ocherki Russkoi Khristianskoi Ikonografii: Sofiia Premudrost’ Bozhia.” Vestnik
Obschestva Drevnerusskago Iskusstva pri Moskovskom Publichnom Muzee. (Moskva 1874-6), pp. 8-13. See also
Skazania Novgoroda Velikogo, p. 199.
18Briusova, pp. 143-144.
19Kievskaia Psaltir’ iz Gosudarstvennoi Publichnoi Biblioteki imeni M.E. Saltykova-Schedrina v Leningrade. (Moskva:
Iskusstvo, 1978), fol. 63 v.
7appeared in the new iconostasis of the Novgorod Sophia under Archbishop Makarii in 1528.20
Historian and theologian Georgii Florovskii seconds this opinion, referring to a fresco of Sophia
in the Novgorod cathedral, also from 1528.21 However, the mention of the icon in 1510 and the
record of it being “moved” within the cathedral in 1528,22 support a late fifteenth-century date.
The type can also be found in the form of a miniature in a manuscript page from a Novgorodian
Apostol (The Acts and Letters of the Apostles), dated to circa 1490. (Fig. 5)
In his nineteenth-century analysis of the iconography of Divine Wisdom in Russia,
historian and archaeologist, Georgii Filimonov, offers a detailed description of the Novgorod
Sophia type, basing it on a drawing that perfectly corresponds to the double-sided icon from the
Kremlin Cathedral of the Annunciation, probably from the sixteenth century.23 (Fig. 6) An even
better example of the standard Novgorod iconography is dated to the early sixteenth century and
attributed to an archiepiscopal workshop in Novgorod. (Fig. 7) This basic type persists in
Novgorod in the sixteenth and the following centuries, appearing not only in frescoes and icons,
but also on ecclesiastical vestments and utensils, church bells, and other objects.24 The Ackland
Sophia, however, also contains some important variations, necessitating a close comparison to the
standard Novgorod type and an analysis of related iconographic sources.
20Donald M. Fiene. “What is the Appearance of Divine Sophia?” Slavic Review. Vol. 48, No. 3 (Autumn, 1989), p. 458.
21Florovskii, p.493.
22There icon was moved to the local row of the cathedral’s main iconostasis in 1528, thus indicating that it existed
before this date. See “Novgorodskaia Chetvertaia Letopis’, pp . 545-546; Briusova, pp. 134,144; Nikolay Andreev.
“Mitropolit Makarii,” Studies in Muscovy: Western Influence and Byzantine Inheritance. (London: Variorum Reprints,
1970), p. 201.
23The other side of this icon contains a Crucifixion, repainted in the nineteenth century. Reproducing this icon as an
example of the Novgorod type is relevant, considering that Sophia iconography is said to have reached Moscow from
Novgorod. For a discussion of the dating and origin of this icon, see E. Ostashenko “Sofia, La Sapienza Divina,”
Sophia la Sapienza del Dio. Giuseppina Cardillo Azzaro and Pierluca Azzaro, eds. (Milano: Electa, 1999), p. 72.
24Sophia appears on numerous objects belonging to the cathedral of St. Sophia in Novgorod, such as an epigonation
(palitsa), a carved bone staff, and a “Holiday” bell, all dated to the XVII century. See Vladimir Gormin and Liudmila
Yarosh, eds. Lenina Sorokina and Carolyn Justice, trans. Novgorod: Art Treasures and Architectural Monuments, 11th-
18th Centuries. (Leningrad: Aurora Art Publishers, 1984), figs. 128, 154, 41.
8The standard Novgorod icon is centered around a red-winged figure of Sophia (usually,
but not always, depicted entirely in red), dressed in royal robes and crowned, holding a staff that
sometimes ends in a cross and a scroll, seated on a double pillow on a backless golden throne,25
and surrounded by concentric circular mandorlas. In addition to the usually three visible supports,
the throne often includes seven “symbolic” pillars, referencing the seven pillars of the house of
Old Testament Wisdom (Proverbs 9) and the Seven Gifts of the Holy Spirit.26 To the right of
Sophia stands the Virgin, usually depicted in a traditional dark red maphorion and holding a
medallion of Christ Emmanuel. To Sophia’s left is St. John the Baptist, holding a scroll, which
reads, “Behold the Lamb of God….” (John 1:29). Above Sophia is Christ, blessing with both
hands27 and located within a similar mandorla. A starry scroll (or the “book”) of heaven, held up
by six angels serves as the background for the hetoimasia, the altar-like throne prepared for
Christ’s Second Coming, which completes the composition.
In the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries this standard structure was known
alongside iconographic variations, which in most cases developed outside of Novgorod.28 For
instance, the Virgin and St. John the Baptist were sometimes depicted with wings and
occasionally other saints, such as St. John the Evangelist and even St. John of Damascus, joined
the composition. At times the figure of Sophia was repeated, included in a multipartite icon, or
took part in a composition that combined several subjects. For example, in a multipartite
sixteenth-century icon from Moscow, Sophia appears above Mary in a scene depicting St. Peter
25The backless throne with one or two pillows is a common Byzantine type seen, for example, in the XI-century mosaic
of the Enthroned Christ with Empress Zoe and Constantine IX Monomachus in Hagia Sophia, Constantinople.
26See John Meyendorff. “Wisdom-Sophia: Contrasting Approaches to a Complex Theme.” Dumbarton Oaks Papers,
Vol. 41, Studies on Art and Archeology in Honor of Ernst Kitzinger on his Seventy-Fifth Birthday. (1987), p. 394.
Incidentally, the first gift of the Spirit is wisdom (Isaiah 11:2).
27The gesture of blessing with both hands is considered an “episcopal benediction.” See Ostashenko, “Sophia, la
Sapienza Divina,” p. 74. The blessing Christ is sometimes seen in the iconography of Christ as the Great Archbishop,
and can be also found on some bishops’ vestments. See Rudolf M. Riefstahl. “Greek Orthodox Vestments and
Ecclesiastical Fabrics. The Art Bulletin, Vol. 14, No. 4. (Dec., 1932), pp. 359-373.
9breaking the bread and illustrating a hymn in praise of the Virgin. (Fig. 8) In another sixteenth-
century icon the figure of Sophia is used in an image based on the opening lines of Psalm 44.
(Fig. 9) And in a seventeenth century icon from Moscow, Sophia is shown standing on a rock,
surrounded by depictions of the major church holidays. (Fig. 10) The ability of the central figure
from the Novgorod type to enter different compositions may work to support the hypothesis that
the Novgorod iconography originated with a single figure, later adding the Deesis group.
Though, as Slavicist Donald M. Fiene has pointed out, “wisdom icons were, on the one
hand, exceptionally diverse and, on the other, rather sparse, considering the important role played
by Sophia churches over the centuries,” the inclusion of Sophia into varied compositions implies
a certain currency of the image.29 It is also likely that with time, the Novgorod Sophia type
became more popular in the form of a smaller, portable private icon. Importantly, this format
underlines the function of the central figure not only as a didactic, but also as a devotional image,
as made especially obvious in a seventeenth-century icon of Christ as Divine Wisdom, which
focuses on the face30 of the central figure. (Fig. 11)
In a church iconostasis a Sophia icon becomes part of a larger structure and should be
considered within the surrounding context. Conversely, a smaller image, such as the Ackland
Sophia, must be regarded as an object intended for private devotion. In the latter case the
composition of the image becomes of utmost importance. The Ackland icon presents a highly
structured, hierarchical arrangement, dominated by reds, blues, and ochres and surrounded by
28A list of the variants of Sophia icons (including the Novgorod and the Kiev types, discussed later) found in the
“metropolitan house” in Kiev in 1850, is compiled by Evgenii, Metropolitan of Kiev (1767-1837). His list alone,
presents a number of significant iconographic variations of the Novgorod Sophia. See Filimonov, pp. 18-20.
29Fiene, 449. Keeping in mind the number of icons damaged in church fires, those destroyed or lost during the Soviet
period, and unpublished icons in private collections in Russia and abroad, this type may not be all that uncommon.
30Russian differentiates between the etymologically related terms, lik (used in reference to the faces of holy figures)
and litso (used in reference to a human face).
10
gilding.31 The composition of the icon corresponds to the standard Novgorod type, with a few
notable variations, which contribute to the multiple readings of this image.
In the Ackland icon the central figure of Holy Wisdom is depicted entirely in red, as an
angel in royal robes and crown, enthroned and holding a scroll and a scepter, possibly with the
insignia of Christ at the top.32 The Ackland throne has three main supports, as well as the added
“symbolic” pillars, lightly accented in white, but partially obscured by darkened varnish. Sophia
is flanked by the familiar figures of the Virgin and St. John the Baptist, unlike the figures in the
Novgorod Sophia type, also red-winged. The depiction of the Virgin also departs from the
standard Novgorod iconography in her portrayal as a queen. The Virgin is crowned, dressed in
royal robes, and depicted in the act of intercession, typical of both the Virgin and St. John the
Baptist in a Deesis composition. On her chest is the haloed bust of Christ Emmanuel, with the
inscription IC X (the only inscription found on the icon). 33 The representation of the Virgin with
Emmanuel is, on the other hand, characteristic of the Novgorod Sophia icon, and echoes the
Virgin of the Sign (Znamenie), considered a palladium of Novgorod.34 (Fig. 12)
John the Baptist is portrayed in his characteristic cloak, yet with a headdress of a prince,35
also bearing the bust of Christ Emmanuel on his chest, and holding a sword in his left hand and
an image of Holy Wisdom in his right hand. Such treatment of the Baptist is extremely rare, noted
31The painting is evidently not executed on top of the gold leaf (which would have made the icon more precious). See
Appendix II for the state of conservation of the icon.
32The top portion of the staff (or the caduceus) is illegible.
33IC XC is the traditional inscription, in both Greek and Slavonic (later I)C XPC in Slavonic).
34Typically, however, the Virgin with the bust of Emmanuel is the Orant type, with outstretched arms. The image of the
Virgin of the Sign was considered miraculous in Novgorod after the city’s victory in a XII-century battle against
Suzdal’. See “Novgorodian-Suzdalian Conflict and the Miracle of Novgorod.” Nikonian Chronicle from the Year 1132-
1240, pp. 146-150.
35A Russian prince (kniaz’) is traditionally depicted wearing a round, fur trimmed hat, as seen in the fourteenth century
icon of Saint princes Boris and Gleb. See Alfred Tradigo. Icone e Santi d’Oriente. (Milano: Electa), 2004, p. 344. The
Baptist’s headdress, depicted in gold, may also allude to an archbishop’s mitra, which by the end of the XIV century
had the form of a fur-trimmed hat (but has been taller since the XVIII century). See V.V. Filatov. Kratkii Ikonoisnyi
Illiustrirovannyi Slovar’. (Moskva: “Prosveschenie,” 1996), pp. 109-110. Notably, in a Novgorodian icon attributed to
the late fifteenth century, the Great Patriarch Athanasius of Alexandria, presiding over the Council of Nicaea is
depicted with a similar headdress. See Tradigo, p. 304.
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only in several cases, including a late sixteenth-century icon, possibly from Vologda36 and a late
seventeenth-century altar fresco from the Vologda Cathedral of St. Sophia. (Figs. 13,14) The
former image is particularly close to the Ackland icon, suggesting that the two images share a
place of origin. Also pertinent is the Moscow icon Holy Wisdom with St. Peter breaking the
bread and Praise of the Virgin (Fig. 8), in which Sophia is flanked by the winged St. John the
Evangelist on the left and St. John the Baptist on the right, each with a bust of Emmanuel, a
sword, and a disc reflecting the sun. Another Sophia icon, from the seventeenth century, also
includes a crowned John the Baptist holding an image of Wisdom, but lacking the bust of Christ
Emmanuel. (Fig. 15)
The figure of John the Baptist in the Ackland icon markedly differs from the standard
representation, as he is neither interceding nor holding a scroll. The depiction of the Baptist as an
angel clearly relates to his iconography as the “Angel of the Desert.”37 (Fig. 16) The bust of
Emmanuel on the chest of the Baptist is, on the other hand, very rare, perhaps bearing a distant
iconographic connection to the Christ-child, sometimes seen in St. John’s chalice. Another
possibility is that the image of Emmanuel38 serves as a complex commentary on pre-figuration.
The Baptist, as “the Forerunner” comes before Christ, just as Emmanuel prefigures Christ
incarnate according to the prophesy of Isaiah.
Other compositions related to the Ackland image may provide not only formal, but also
semantic clues to this icon. A comparative iconographic analysis also emphasizes the connections
of the Ackland Sophia to images focused on both Christ and Mary, thus providing a visual
36This particular icon is the closest to the Ackland Sophia, especially in its treatment of the “Deesis” group. In this rare
example John the Baptist is also depicted in a princely hat, with a sword, a small bust of Emmanuel, and an image of
Sophia. Because of the unusual depiction of the Baptist, and an even more exceptional representation of the Blessing
Christ within an onion dome-shaped layered mandorla, A. Lukashov dubs this icon “unique” within the Novgorod-type.
See “Sofia Sapienza Divina.” Sophia, la Sapienza del Dio, p. 184.
37Matthew 11:10, Mark 1:2, Luke 7:27
38In ancient Hebrew the name means “God is with us.” I.A. Pripachkin. Ikonografiia Gospoda Iisusa Khrista. (Moskva:
Palomnik, 2001).
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explanation for the dual interpretation of the image. The Deesis composition, which serves as the
model for the lower tier of the Ackland Sophia, is particularly relevant. Byzantine in its origin,
the Deesis triptych, is the principal iconographic and structural element of the iconostasis. In fact,
the Russian iconostasis had developed around the Deesis icons, which were placed directly above
the Royal Doors.39 In the center of the Deesis is the enthroned Savior, flanked by the interceding
Virgin (to his right) and St. John the Baptist (to his left), archangels Michael and Gabriel,
Apostles Peter and Paul, and other saints. (Fig. 17)
Each of the two archangels typically holds a staff (merilo, literally a measuring device or
“a standard”) and an orb (zertsalo, literally, “a mirror”) with the sigla of Christ’s name. On
occasion, Archangel Michael is shown with an orb bearing the image of Christ Emmanuel.
Interestingly, Emmanuel also appears flanked by archangels Michael and Gabriel in the center of
another Deesis-like composition, “The Council of Angels.”
The figure of St. John the Baptist in the Ackland icon seems to tangentially relate to the
images of one or both of the archangels from an extended Deesis composition. His position in the
icon is not the usual one of intercession, but resembles that of Archangel Gabriel, who usually
follows the Baptist in the Deesis row. (Fig. 18) The image of Sophia in the right hand of the
Baptist functions as a variation of a “zertsalo,” reflecting the face of Sophia (or, in other versions,
the sun, or the divine light). The bust of Emmanuel may also be considered an attribute of an
archangel, (or it may simply work to enhance the symmetry of the icon). Similarly, the Baptist’s
sword may be an element borrowed from Archangel Michael.40 The explanation of this unusual
39Each icon of the Deesis composition usually depicted a single figure. In the fourteenth century full-length figures,
rather than half-length portraits appeared in the Deesis row. See 
ngelina Smirnova, “Ikona Drevnei Rusi XI-XVII
Veka.” Istoriia Ikonopisi: Istoki, Traditsii, Sovremennost’ VI-XX Veka. (Moskva: ART-BMB, 2002), p. 137. The
Deesis group can also be depicted in a single, smaller icon, and at times appears in as part of other compositions, such
as the Last Judgment.
40Archangel Michael is sometimes depicted with a bared sword (this Russian iconography first appears in 1399 in the
Cathedral of the Archangel in the Moscow Kremlin and is based on a late Byzantine type). This images becomes
especially popular in illustrations of the Apocalypse (as does the image of Christ as a warrior). While the sword is the
instrument of St. John’s martyrdom and is featured in scenes of his beheading, I am not familiar with instances (other
than the three examples mentioned above) of St. John depicted with a sword.
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iconographic element may also be textual, deriving from St. Paul’s Epistle to the Ephesians
(6:17): “And take unto you the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit (which is the word
of God).” Thus, St. John’s sword may function as another symbol of Christ.
The central figure of Sophia in the Ackland icon can be compared to the enthroned Christ
in a Deesis composition. In fact, Christ sometimes appears on a similar throne, also surrounded
by concentric circles of glory. 41 (Fig. 19) Yet, Sophia is equally reminiscent of the enthroned
Virgin, as seen in a Deesis-like composition “In Thee Rejoiceth” (“O Tebe Raduetsia”),
illustrating St. John Damascus’ hymn to the Virgin.42 (Fig. 20)
In a Deesis group, the Virgin is always pictured to Christ’s right. This placement is said
to derive from Psalm 44: 10, “The daughters of kings have delighted thee in thy glory. The queen
stood on thy right hand, in gilded clothing; surrounded with variety.” 43 This Old Testament
quotation is amplified in the Ackland Sophia, where the Virgin is portrayed as a queen. In its
treatment of the Virgin the Ackland icon is closely related to yet another variant of the Deesis
composition, known as the “King of Kings” (Tsar’ Tsarsvuiuschim) or “The Queen Stood on Thy
Right Hand” (Predsta Traritsa), in which the enthroned Christ is represented as the Great
Archbishop and a king and the Virgin is depicted wearing royal robes and a crown.44 (Fig. 21)
This icon meditates on the mystical marriage of the Virgin (as the Church) and Christ (as the
Great Archbishop), serving as a more direct representation of Psalm 44, with King Solomon (the
41The term “glory” (gloria in Latin), corresponding to the Russian krug slavy, is more precise than “mandorla,” since it
translates from the Jewish notion of kabod, “the word used to describe the presence of Yahveh as it was… manifested
in various forms of bright clouds and lights.” See Andreas Andreopoulos. Metamorphosis: the Transfiguration in
Byzantine Theology and Iconography. (Crestwood, NY: St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 2005), p. 86.
42This iconography also becomes known at the end of the XV century. This icon can also be thematically related to
another Sophia variant, an illustration of the Proverbs 9 text, “Wisdom hath built herself a house,” in that it refers to the
Virgin as a church or a temple.
43 Ol’ga Popova. “Vizantiiskie Ikony VI-XV vv.” Istoriia Ikonopisi: Istoki, Traditsii, Sovremennost’, pp. 90-91. See
also Tradigo, pp. 252-253.
44The icon was executed by a Serbian artist or is based on South Slavic iconography. Initially the composition included
only King David, the father of Solomon, or a prophet instead of St. John the Baptist. Importantly, the representation of
Christ as “the King of Kings” relates to notions of the Last Judgment, while also stressing ecclesiastical power.
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bearer of Wisdom) and Queen Saba (Sheba)45 prefiguring Christ and the Virgin. This icon was
well-known in Novgorod and located in the local row of the iconostasis of St. Sophia, together
with the image of Holy Wisdom.46 Significantly, the interchangeability of the titles of this icon,
one placing emphasis on Christ and the other, on the Virgin, can be compared to the intertwined
Christological and Mariological interpretations of the Ackland Sophia and its Novgorod
prototype.
The Novgorod Sophia can be loosely related to another well-known icon, the Old
Testament Trinity or the Hospitality of Abraham (Gen. 18), popularized in Moscow by Andrei
Rublev in 1408,47 and sometimes characterized by increased emphasis on the central angel.48
(Fig. 22) It is not surprising that this angel has been compared to the central figure of Sophia in
the Novgorod type, since both have been interpreted as Old Testament pre-figurations of the New
Testament incarnation of the Logos.49
Above the “Deesis” group in the Ackland icon is a blessing Christ, holding the wings of
Holy Wisdom, and surrounded by a dark green mandorla, containing three angels on both sides.
The figure of the blessing Christ is can be linked to the Christ in the Novgorodian icons of the
Protection of the Virgin’s Mantle (the Virgin of Pokrov).50 (Fig. 23) Together the “Deesis” group
453 Kings: 10. Tradigo, 252.
46See Fig. 3. The “King of Kings” is located on the viewer’s left, one icon away from the Royal Doors, whereas Sophia
is placed identically, but on the viewer’s right.
47Recognized as the canonical model for the representation of the Trinity in the Council of the Hundred Chapters
(Stoglavyi Sobor) in Moscow, 1551. Tradigo, 65.
48The legitimacy of such emphasis, sometimes marked by a cross and an inscription within the nimbus of the central
angel, is a subject of discussion in Novgorod at the end of the fifteenth century. A parallel can be also drawn between
the Eucharistic cup, traditionally depicted in front of the central angel in the Old Testament Trinity and the cup of
Wisdom, seen in the icon “Wisdom hath built herself a house,” discussed in Ch. 3.
49See, for example, A. Lukashov “Trinità dell’Antico Testamento.” Sophia la Sapienza del Dio, 86. The calf,
sometimes depicted in the Old Testament Trinity, has also been interpreted as a foreshadowing of the New Testament
Lamb.
50The scroll of heaven held by the angels in the Ackland icon is parallel to the mantle of the Virgin in the Pokrov icon.
The placement of Christ directly above the Virgin in the Pokrov icon can be compared to the location of Christ above
Sophia. The standard composition with the waist-length figure of Christ and angels holding the scroll of heaven with
the hetoimasia can also be found in the frescoes of the bema of St. Sophia in Novgorod. See Briusova, pp. 139-143. A
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and Christ with the angels are enclosed in green and blue round circles of glory. Above Christ is
the figure of the Ancient of Days, whose appearance is justified using an Old Testament
prophesy. While maintaining an eschatological connotation, this figure replaces the traditional
hetoimasia of the standard Sophia iconography. The Ancient of Days is surrounded by a red
circular mandorla with two red cherubim, and represented with a halo composed of two
overlapping blue and red rhombi. One of the earliest appearances of the figure in Russian
iconography is in a Novgorod icon known as the New Testament Trinity (or Paternity) from the
early fifteenth century. (Fig. 24) In the following century, the controversial figure is shown alone
or with Christ and the Holy Spirit in various compositions, but particularly in the Last Judgment.
Drawing on texts and images derived from both the Old and the New Testaments, the
Ackland Sophia can be, to varying degrees, linked to other iconographic types, such as the Deesis
group and the “King of Kings” icon. Importantly, some of these connections work to support the
“orthodox” interpretation of the figure of Sophia as the Logos, the Word of God, while others
explain why the iconography of Sophia shifted toward an increasing Mariological significance.
Notably, each of the New Testament figures that appears in the Ackland icon: the Virgin,
St. John the Baptist, and Christ are “veiled” in Old Testament symbolism.51 Increased reliance on
typology in Russian iconography, starting in the late fifteenth century can be explained within a
historical context. Several key circumstances stand out within the general spectrum of the late
fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries. These include increased eschatological attitudes and the
contemporaneous rise of heretical movements, specifically, the “Novgorod-Moscow” heresies “of
the judaizers.” These movements were especially pronounced in Novgorod, necessitating
theological responses that manifested themselves through literature and iconography. Thus, it is
not unusual that the iconography of Sophia, as presented in the Ackland icon had developed in
similar representation of Christ can be seen in another icon, known in the XVII century and also centered on the Virgin:
“My Soul Praises God” (“Velechit Dusha Moia Gospoda”).
51To a greater extent in the Ackland Sophia than in the standard Novgorod type.
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Novgorod, where the idea of Divine Wisdom had been rooted, manifested, and defended in a
number of ways.
III. Historical Contexts: Local, National, and Inherited
The Novgorod-Moscow Heresies
Starting in late fifteenth century, Sophia iconography typical of Novgorod became known
outside of the city and its territories, largely due to the increasing presence of Moscow authority,
which by 1478 had put an end to Novgorod’s independence. However, even under Moscow rule,
Novgorod maintained a unique cultural and intellectual environment, making it a likely site of
origin and development of Sophia iconography.
The territory of Novgorod, oftentimes referred to as a “republic” had enjoyed special
status as an economic center (a key player in Northern European trade) and a source of significant
religious, artistic, and literary production. The city’s artistic and literary monuments were
preserved and maintained owing to a number of factors, including the fact that Novgorod was not
invaded and sacked by the Mongols in the late 1230’s,52 the existence of major monastery
complexes, the strength of local ecclesiastical power, and independent cultural connections to
Byzantium, Southern Slavic states, and the West. As historian Edward L. Keenan observes:
Novgorod had longer and closer relations with Central and Western European centers,
Slavic and German, than had Moscow; merchant and ecclesiastical patronage had made
Novgorod the cultural center of the Russian population. For several generations,
especially under the metropolitan bishops Gennadii53 (Gennadius d. 1505) and Makarii
(Macarius, ca. 1482-1564), an early Slavic Christian humanism of a type all but unknown
in Muscovy flourished in Novgorodian monasteries.54
52According to the Fourth Novgorod Chronicle, St. Sophia protected Novgorod and Pskov from the Mongol invasion.
“Novgorodskaia Chetvertaia Letopis,’ ” p. 477.
53Gennadius, originally from Moscow, came to sympathize with Novgorodians rather than Ivan III.
54The Trading Town on the Volkhov.” Sacred Arts and City Life: the Glory of Medieval Novgorod. Ed. Yevgenia
Petrova. Baltimore: Walters Art Museum. (Saint Petersburg : Russian State Museum : Palace Editions, 2005), p. 20. As
early as 1165, the Novgorod bishop gained the title of archbishop, making him superior to the heads of other Russian
regional churches. See N.A. Kazakova and Ia. S. Lur’e. Antifeodal’nye Ereticheskie Dvizheniia na Rusi XIV-nachala
XVI Veka. (Moskva: Izdatel’stvo Akademii Nauk SSSR, 1955), p. 20.
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It is this species of Russian “humanism,” characterized by an increased interest in religious and
even secular learning that had undoubtedly contributed to the development and the crystallization
of Sophia iconography. The intellectual environment, like the art that it produced, rightly dubbed
“wise painting,”55 was also a product of religious turmoil, marked by a period of heretical
movements, most notably, the so-called Novgorod heresies (often known as the “Novgorod-
Moscow heresies), arising in the last quarter of the fifteenth century.
Russian historians describe several major waves of heretical movements that took place
between the fourteenth and the sixteenth centuries, including the heresy of the Strigol’niks and
Novgorod-Moscow heresy of the “judaizers.” Not surprisingly, the nature of these heresies and
the precise theological views of the heretics are known only through the writings of their
accusers.56 For instance, it is not clear to what extent labels such as “judaizers”
(zhidovstvuischie57), given to the Novgorod-Moscow heretics by Iosif Volotskii (Ivan Sanin, d.
1515), the politically-linked abbot of the Volokolamskii Monastery and author of key theological
writings directed against the heretics, actually reflect the religious beliefs and practices of the
dissenters.58 The basis for this label lies in the connection of the movement to a certain “Jew
Skharia,” who came to Novgorod in 1470 in the company of a Lithuanian prince. Reportedly,
55
“	 !.” See discussion in 
. A. Gordienko. Novgorod v XVI Veke i Ego Dukhovnaia Zhizn’. (Sankt-
Peterburg: Rossiiskaia Akademia Nauk, “Dmitrii Bulanin, 2001), p. 79. Translations of the Russian text, presented in
the body of the paper, are my own, unless otherwise noted.
56The heretics were thought to be highly educated and many of the accused were members of the clergy, including the
Novgorodian priests Dionysius and Alexis (who relocated to Moscow, protected by Ivan III, sympathetic with the
movement for political reasons). Even the Metropolitan of Moscow and all of Russia, Zosima, elected in 1490, was
accused of supporting the heretics. Though there is mention of the writings of the heretics, none of the Novgorodian
texts survive, probably due to the intensity of the religious persecution in the city. Some writings of the Moscow
leaders of the movement, such as those of clerk Feodor Kuritsyn and scribe Ivan Chernyi do remain, since the attitude
toward heretics was more relaxed in Moscow under Ivan III (though not under his successor, Ivan IV “The Terrible”).
See Kazakova and Lur’e, pp. 171-193.
57This pejorative term in contemporary Russian, is used here in historical context, quoting Volotskii and other
opponents of the heretical movement.
58Note that the accusation of Judaism implied first and foremost the rejection of the New Testament (that is, it did not
condemn the Judaic religious tradition, but criticized the reliance on this tradition alone. The “judaizing” aspects of the
heretical movement were also possibly emphasized in order to compensate for Novgorod archbishops’ general
acceptance of certain influences from the Latin West.
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under the influence of Skharia, some Novgorodians had adopted Judaism.59 The accusers of the
heretics not only closely linked the movement to Judaism, but also likened the Russian heresy to
historical precedents (particularly, to heresies that did not recognize the Trinity and questioned
the dual nature of Christ and his consubstantiality with the Father), such as Arianism and the
heresy of the Bogomils, as well as the heresy of the Strigol’niki,60 which directly preceded the
Novgorod-Moscow movement. The abuses of the heretics, recounted by their accusers
(principally Archbishop Gennadii and Iosif Volotskii), closely resembled those of other heretical
groups known throughout the history of the Byzantine Empire, and included objection to the
veneration of icons, destruction of religious images, opposition to the established church
hierarchy, denial of the divine nature of Christ, refusal of the Eucharist, and rejection of the
Trinitarian doctrine.61
Some of the accusations are summed up in the letters of Archbishop Gennadii to other
church leaders. In his first report on the issue of the heresies, addressed to bishop Prokhor Sarskii
in 1487, Gennadii compares the heresy to messalianism (mesalianstvo), described by St. John of
Damascus (On Heresies) and considered a relative of the heresy of the Bogomils, and
“markianstvo,” likely a form of “markelianstvo,” the IV century anti-Trinitarian heresy of the
followers Marcellus of Ancyra (described in the letters of St. Basil of Caesaria).62 Referring to the
59George Vernadsky. “The Heresy of the Judaizers and the Policies of Ivan III of Moscow.” Speculum, Vol. 8, No. 4
(Oct, 1933), pp. 438-439. Followers of the movement were also accused of being interested in astrology, magic, and in
a species of ‘rational philosophy.’ The comparatively privileged intellectual environment of Novgorod had undoubtedly
facilitated the development of the heretical movements, just as it provided theological tools for their opponents.
60The heresy of the Strigol’niki is thought to have originated in Pskov, reaching Novgorod by the mid-XIV century, and
had been suppressed by the beginning of the XV century. Nonetheless, the movement likely had an influence on the
next wave of heresies. The two movements share some notable commonalities, such as questioning of the Trinitarian
doctrine, criticism of Church practices and structure, and most significantly, opposition of church and monastic land
ownership. See Kazakova and Lur’e, pp. 34-5; 57-58.
61A late XV-century Novgorod chronicle addressing the details of the 1490 Council against Heretics, which served as
the first official formulation and condemnation of the Novgorod heresy, provides specific examples of the practices of
the heretics. The actual documents produced by the Council: “Condemnation” and “Instruction” against the heretics,
include a list of the accused, but contain a very general description of their violations. See Kazakova and Lur’e, No. 20,
pp. 382-386; pp. 116-117.
62
“#&&   *  	 +    .” “Poslanie
Archiepiskopa Gennadiia Novgorodskogo Episkopu Sarskomu.” Kazakova and Lur’e, No. 12, pp. 310, 118.
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confession of the heretic priest Naum, who had provided Gennadii with information about the
movement, the archbishop notes that the heretics “worship in a Jewish manner,” read psalms in
“their [Jewish] manner,” do not correctly observe the holy liturgy, “swear without fear,” and
attract followers with the “law of Moses” alone.63 In a letter to an unknown recipient, dated after
1492 (importantly, after the 1490 Council Against Heretics), Gennadii calls the heretic archpriest
Aleksei “a supporter of Arius.” 64 Iosif Volotskii adds the heresy of the Sadducees to the list.65
Several decades later, Zinovii Otenskii, a monk of the Otenskii Monastery in Novgorod in the
latter part of the sixteenth century, and an ardent a denouncer of heresies, uses the same method
to address the thought of Moscow heretic Feodosii Kosoi in his “Istiny Pokazanie” and “Slovo
Pokhval’noe ob Ipatii, Episcope Gangrskom,” in which he compares mid-sixteenth century
heretics to Arius himself.66
Building on the discussion intiated by Archbishop Gennadii, Iosif Volotskii is more
ardent and polemical in his accusations of late-fifteenth and early-sixteenth century heretics,
placing greater emphasis on the “judaizing” nature of the movement. In his “Against the
Novgorod Heretics” (“Slovo na Novogradskykh Eretikov”), dated to 1502-150467 and included in
63
“, 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%  		.” Ibid., p. 310. The same accusations are repeated in other documents, such as the 1489
Letter to Ioasaf, former Archbishop of Rostov.
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“.  .( !!!, . !%,  + 	  .(...” “Poslanie Novgorodskogo
Archiepiskopa Gennadia Neizvestnomu.” Ibid., No. 22, p. 390. Several years later Volotskii uses a similar accusation
against Metropolitan Zosima, calling him “the new Arius.” See “Skazanie o Novoiavivsheisia Eresi Novgorodskikh
Eretikov Alekseia Protopopa i Denisa Popa I Feodora Kuritsina u Inekh izhe tako zhe Mydr’stvuiuschikh.” Solovetskii
MS, GPB, Sol. No. 34/326. Ibid., No. 28, 473.
65Iosif Volotskii “Skazanie na Novgorodskie Eretiki” Trans. V.M. Kirillin. Oblichitel’ Eresei Nepostydnyi. (Moskva:
Fond Imeni Prepodobnogo Iosifa Volotskogo, 1999), p.137.
66Otenskii was likely familiar with the “Discourses against Arians” of Athanasius of Alexandria, which became part of
the Minea of Archbishop Macarius. See V.I. Koretskii. “Vnov’ Naidennoe Protivoereticheskoe Proizvedenie Zinoviia
Otenskogo.” Novonaidennye i Neopublikovannye Proizvedeniia Drevnerusskoi Literatury. Ed. V. I. Malyshev. Trudy
Otdela Drevnerusskoi Literatury, XXI. (Moskva: Nauka, 1965), p. 168.
67As Lur’e points out, manuscript evidence suggests that the first copies of Volotskii’s writings against the Novgorod
heretics (“Slovo o Novoiavivsheisia Eresi” and other “Slova na Eretikov”) can be dated 1502-1504 (when the heresy in
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the compilation The Enlightener (Prosvetitel’) in the XVII century, Volotskii compares the
“judaizers” to “rabid dogs” with “rotten mouths,” likening their ‘desecration of icons’ to
“debasement of Christ by the Jews.”68 In addition to the accusations mentioned above, Volotskii
emphasizes that the heretics scorn the monastic lifestyle and refuse to believe in the second
coming of Christ. In fact, he devotes his Treatises (Slova) 8 and 9 of “Against the Novgorod
Heretics” to explaining why the awaited Second Coming of Christ, calculated to occur in the year
1492 (“the year 7000”), did not take place, as predicted by the Church Fathers.69
It is important to consider that the battle with the heretics was waged in the wake of the
predicted Second Coming, marked by a rise in apocalyptic literature and art. The fact that the
expected event did occur in 1492 (moved forward by a 1000 years), coupled with the heretical
movements, put an even greater pressure on the ‘defenders of Orthodoxy’ to protect the
conservative line of thinking. The result was an increased awareness of Byzantine and even
Western texts, as well as a rise in literary and artistic production, especially under the Novgorod
archbishop Gennadii, and later under Makarii.
In his letter to the former archbishop of Rostov and Iaroslavl’, Gennadii names a number
of books that the heretics have, inquiring if prominent Russian monasteries are also in possession
of this literature. His list includes works by Athanasius of Alexandria; Kozma Prezviter’s Address
Against the Bogomils; 70 the Letter of Patriarch Photius to the Bulgarian Prince, Boris;
Maimonides’ Logic; the works of Dionysus the Areopagite; as well as several books of the Bible:
Novgorod was suppressed, and the influence the Moscow heretics – diminished, and before the Moscow Council
Against Heretics of 1504), rather than 1494, the date traditionally provided by Russian historians. The obvious
conclusion is that Volotskii’s writings are highly tendentious, rather than always historically accurate. See Iakov Lur’e.
Ideologicheskaia Bor’ba v Russkoi Publicistike Kontsa XV-Nachala XVI Veka. (Moskva: Izdatel’stvo Akademii Nauk
SSSR, 1960), pp. 104-5.
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69Gordienko, p. 40. A similar apologetic work, “Essays on the End of the Year 7000,” (“Skazania o Skonchanii
Sed’moi Tysiaschi”), appears at the same time (or earlier) as Volotskii’s treatment of the theme. Its text is fully
reprinted in Kazakova and Lur’e, No. 23, pp. 391-414.
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the Apocalypse, Genesis, Kings, the Book of Jesus Sirach (Ecclesiasticus), and the Proverbs.71
The list compiled by Gennadii spurred interest in the literature that was available to the heretics,
and increased its general accessibility. Indeed, several of the works on the list, including the
books of the Old Testament (Proverbs in particular), and the works of Pseudo-Dionysius prove
key in interpreting Sophia iconography.
It is therefore not surprising that writers such as Volotskii used the literary background of
the heretics to address them with “their own tools,” relying extensively on the Old Testament in
an attempt to fully ‘appropriate’ its words and figures and reveal their fulfillment in the New
Testament.72 Above all, the anti-heretical movement became marked by a defense of images,
resulting in the first Russian treatise on icons, Volotskii’s Address to the Iconographer.
Starting in the late fifteenth century, iconography, like literature had become increasingly
didactic, but simultaneously more open to a variety of sources. Gennadii and Makarii did not
reject Western influences (the former even sought help from the Catholic West in fighting
heretics and obtaining literature).73 The famous Gennadian Bible, the first Russian collection of
the full text of the Scripture, compiled in 1499, relied not only on existing translations in Old
Church Slavonic74 but also on the Latin Vulgate.75 Significant portions of this Bible, including
several books of the Old Testament, such as Wisdom of Solomon, had been translated from the
Vulgate, with assistance of a Catholic monk, Benjamin (Veniamin). The Vulgate also served as a
model for the organization of the Bible, with the foreword and section headings taken from a
70The heretics were known to have a heightened interest in literature on other heretical groups, such as the Arians.
71
“Poslanie Gennadia Ioasafu Rostovskomu.” Kazakova and Lur’e. No. 16, p. 320. It has been noted that an interest in
Old Testament literature had already existed in Novgorod, only to be intensified (from both sides) during the time of
the heretical movements. Also see Briusova, pp. 30-31. Much of the literature on the list deals with “wisdom” topics.
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73A.A. Alekseev. Tekstologia Slavianskoi Biblii. (Sankt-Peterburg: Dmitrii Bulanin, 1999), p. 199.
74Deriving from translations of Cyril and Methodius, manuscripts from Mt. Athos, and Bulgarian translations.
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contemporary German text.76 Under Makarii, a number of Western books, both religious and
secular, were also translated.77
These prominent archbishops were, in part, responsible for maintaining Novgorod’s
religious and cultural strength, even under Moscow rule. Makarii, for instance, undertook a
reform of the monasteries, construction of new churches, and restoration of the Novgorod St.
Sophia, reconstructing its iconostasis and renewing and adding icons and frescoes.78 The “new”
tendencies in art were strengthened under Makarii, as at the 1554 Council Against Heretics he
defended a series of symbolic compositions, including the iconography of Sophia, in response to
the complaints of a Moscow deakon, Ivan Viskovatyi.79 As Gordienko notes:
Makarii did not stand in the way of the new movement in painting, and with the
Council of 1554 condemned those who questioned the possibility of depicting
invisible, immaterial powers, prayers, and symbols…. Icons of ‘wise painting,’ in
their colors and lines, metaphors and allegories, embodied the Word of the
Wisdom of God.80
Makarii was supportive of Sophia iconography both through his words and in his actions. In
1528, he ordered frescoes of Sophia, Image of the Savior “Not Made by Human Hands,” and the
Trinity to be painted on the outside of the cathedral, above the west portal. (Fig. 25 ) In the same
year the archbishop arranged the icons of the iconostasis according to “rank” moving up “the
75The printed Vulgate offered a complete collection of the texts of the Scripture at a time when no printed collection
existed in Greek, and complete manuscripts of the Bible were a rarity. Alekseev, p. 200.
76See Alekseev, pp. 196-198. Also, Michael Prokurat, et. al. Historical dictionary of the Orthodox Church. (Lanham,
MD: Scarecrow Press, 1996), p. 136. The Köln Bible from 1478 and the Prague edition of the Czech Bible from 1488
were used. For a description of the composition of the Gennadian Bible see also Roman Tsurkan. Slavianskii Perevod
Biblii: Proiskhozhdenie, Istoria Teksta i Vazhneishie Izdania. (Sankt-Peterburg: Izdatel’skii Dom “Kolo,” Izdatel’sko-
Torgovyi Dom “Letnii Sad,” 2001), pp. 187-220.
77Gordienko, p. 111.
78Ibid., p. 197. Also an icon painter (making him all the more well-versed in iconography), Makarii had personally
participated in renewing some icons.
79See Andreeev. “O Dele D’iaka Viskovatogo.” Studies in Muscovy, pp. 191-242. In defense of certain iconographical
types, Makarii refers to their historicity and their roots in the art of Mt. Athos (in the case of Sophia iconography, there
is a strong conceptual, rather than an exact visual link to Mt. Athos).
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most wonderful holy icon of St. Sophia.”81 The altar fresco of Sophia in the cathedral, which had
replaced the image of the Virgin Orant, may have been also painted under the leadership of
Makarii.82 These changes suggest that the image of Sophia had, by the time of Makarii, already
played a significant role in the cathedral.
In the sixteenth century Sophia iconography had become known outside of Novgorod,
promoted by Makarii, who in 1542 became the Metropolitan of Moscow. Under his leadership, a
number of Sophia images were produced in Moscow, including an altar fresco in the Archangel
Cathedral (1564-1565) in the Moscow Kremlin.83 At the end of the sixteenth century a similar
fresco was painted in the Assumption Cathedral in Moscow. (Fig. 26) Later, in the first part of the
seventeenth century, the composition was executed on the Eastern façade of the Cathedral.84
(Fig. 27)
In 1547, when a great fire broke out in Moscow, Makarii called on Novgorodian artists to
paint new icons for the churches of the Kremlin.85 The Novgorodian priest, Sil’vestr, who assisted
the metropolitan in the reconstruction of the Assumption Cathedral had requested that a number
of icons, including one of Sophia, be painted, thereby inciting much criticism from Viskovatyi.
Viskovatyi, who would later be condemned at the 1551 Council of a Hundred Chapters
(Stoglavyi Sobor) and the 1554 Council Against Heretics,86 argued against the requested icons,
81
“   	.” Briusova, pp. 134,144. “Novgorodskaia Chetvertaia Letopis’, Vol. 4, pp . 545-546.
82Briusova, pp. 81, 134. Archpriest of St. Sophia, Petr Nikiforov described the fresco in 1890, noting that the image
was placed under one of the Ancient of Days. His description of the cathedral is re-printed in Briusova, pp. 162-166.
83Such a placement of the Sophia image may have been borrowed from the altar of St. Sophia in Novgorod. Ibid.,
p.134.
84Notably in these frescoes both the Virgin and John the Baptist appear with wings. See the description of nineteenth-
century historian Fedor Buslaev. Drevnerusskaia Literatura i Pravoslavnoe Iskusstvo. (Sankt-Peterburg: “Liga Plius,”
2001), p. 243. The fresco is dated ca. 1630-1640. See Fiene, p. 467.
85It must also be noted that in the XVI, particularly under Ivan IV, a large number of icons was taken from Novgorod
and placed in Moscow’s Assumption Cathedral. See M.A. Alpatov. Uspenskii Sobor Moskovskogo Kremlia. Ed. O.V.
Zonova. (Moskva: Izobrazitel’noe Iskusstvo, 1971), p. 5.
86Viskovatyi was eventually executed in 1570. See D.S. Likhachev, ed. Slovar’ Knizhnikov i Knizhnosti Drevnei Rusi.
Part 1 (A-K). Second half of XIV-XVI v. (Leningrad: Nauka, 1988), p. 138.
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most of which represented new, symbolic tendencies in iconography, writing that the “invisible
and immaterial Divinity” cannot be depicted.87 Responding to Viskovatyi, Makarii accused him
of the “sophistry of Galatian heretics,88 who do not allow the invisible and immaterial to be
depicted materially on Earth,” stating that “artists do no depict the invisible divine, but paint
according to the visions of the prophets, ancient prototypes, and the words of the holy apostles
and the holy fathers.”89
Makarii thus focused on another dimension of the familiar argument of the late eighth-
century iconophiles, for whom Christ’s incarnation was the primary justification of icons. That is,
according to the Acts of the Seventh Ecumenical Council: “ ‘if the Lord had not become
incarnate, his holy icon after the flesh would not have been made.’ “90 In spite of this, Makarii
had implied that symbolic representations and pre-figurations, though less ‘materially’ justified,
were equally valid. In doing so, he had also encouraged the development of even more complex
iconography that would become questioned anew a century later. However, set against the
background of the “judaizing” heresies, this move not only supported venerable images, but also
rationalized the typological linkage of Old and New Testament figures, necessary in promoting
the anti-heretical stance.
Joining representations based on Old Testament prefigurations with those derived from
the New Testament, Novgorod Sophia iconography reflects a conjunction of depicting the
87In Andreeev. “O Dele D’iaka Viskovatogo,” pp. 220-222. Viskovatyi also protested against the depiction of the Holy
Spirit, especially as a dove; against the representation of Christ as a King, or armed; and against any symbolic (as
opposed to incarnate) depiction of Christ overall, for instance, as the Sacrificial Lamb, as a King, and a crucified angel
(in the latter case Viskovatyi correctly recognized an influence of Catholic iconography), as an angel in general, or as
the Ancient of Days.
88Makarii refers to the ‘Judaic’ nature of Viskovatyi’s ‘iconoclast’ argument.
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and Venice, 1759-98, Vol. 13, 96A. In Ambrosios Giakalis. Images of the Divine: the Theology of Icons at the Seventh
Ecumenical Council. (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1994), p.108.
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‘immaterial’ and the incarnate. Read within the context of the “judaizing” heresies of the late
fifteenth and the early sixteenth centuries, such a link served to appropriate the Old Testament
and to interpret it within a Christian context, revealing Christ as consubstantial and co-eternal
with God before and after his incarnation.
Partially quoting the Nicene Creed, Iosif Volotskii calls Christ “True Light of true Light,
true God of true God, likeness and image of the Divine, acting Word, Wisdom containing all, the
creative power of all creation,”91 drawing attention to the eternity of Wisdom.92 Volotskii’s stance
on the depiction of the Trinity echoes Makarii’s response to symbolic iconography. In his address
to the Novorod heretics on the subject of the Trinity,93 Volotskii not only defends the image of
the Old Testament Trinity, but also speaks about the ways in which the indescribable God may
manifest himself.94 Volotskii’s text is apologetic, in that it deals with the seeming contradictions
of the Scripture, since the heretics capitalized on these types of ‘inconsistensies.’ In addressing
the appearance of the Trinity to Abraham, he concludes that God may choose to appear in any
shape or form, as a man or as an angel.95 Concentrating predominantly on the Old Testament,
Volotskii asserts that: “God does not appear to man as He is, but as the viewer can contain Him.
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94Volotskii draws some of his arguments from the third Treatise of On the Divine Images of St. John of Damascus.
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Luibheid and Paul Rorem. (New York: Paulist Press, 1987), pp. 281-282.
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For this reason, He sometimes appears as an old man, sometimes – as a youth, sometimes – in
fire, sometimes – in the wind, sometimes – armed, not transforming His Essence, but assuming
various forms,” but while God may appear as an angel, an angel cannot be called God.96
Representations of Christ, which dominate the iconography of the Ackland Sophia, link
images of Emmanuel, Wisdom, 97 and the Ancient of Days, based on Old Testament figures and
prophesies, to the New Testament images of the “historical” Christ. Both Old and New Testament
texts also inform the depiction of the Virgin, represented as a Queen and of St. John the Baptist,
portrayed as the Angel of the Desert. By presenting several images of Christ and including the
likeness of Sophia twice, the Ackland icon also inevitably asserts the importance of the image to
devotional practice.
The Concept of Sophia in Novgorod
It is likely that the “standard” Novgorod Sophia type, discussed earlier, had originated in
Novgorod in the late fifteenth century and aquired meaning within the context of heretical
movements and the consequent repudiation of their ideas. Yet, it is also probable that this
iconography had been mapped onto a pre-existing image and idea of Sophia, which early on
linked Wisdom to both Christ and the Virgin. These suppositions also point to Novgorod as a
point of origin of Sophia iconography.
While the overarching concept of Sophia became central in many major Russian cities,
primarily through the practice of dedicating churches to the Wisdom of God, it may be argued
that in Novgorod the idea of Holy Wisdom acquired a concrete personification, materializing into
96
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97 Combined with the Old Testament image of the Angel of the Grand Counsel, explored in Chapter IV.
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the figure now seen in the center of the Ackland icon. Sophia not only represented the city’s main
cathedral, but personified the city itself. As Soviet archeologist A.V. Artsikhovskii writes: “the
significance of Sophia in Novgorod is well-known. It was the personification of the Novgorod
Republic.”98 Art historian 
ngelina Smirnova maintains that, “all of Novgorod and its territory
were considered to be the possessions of St. Sophia and were, in other words, under the
protectorate of Sophia – the Wisdom of God.”99 As the protectress of the city, Sophia had
acquired a status that was semantically similar to Christ and the Virgin (the primary patrons of
cities and dedicatees of churches). For instance, city chronicles show that “Sophia” was often
used by Novgorodians in a variety of expressions (oaths, calls for protection, etc.), either alone or
next to “God,” “Christ,” and the “Virgin.”100 Filimonov also likens the instances of swearing by
St. Sophia found in the anonymous eleventh-century Byzantine tale of the construction of Hagia
Sophia to Novgorodian expressions.101
As early as the eleventh century, carved prayer inscriptions on the walls of the Novgorod
Sophia, also address not only God, but also St. Sophia.102 Like the Virgin, Sophia is also
sometimes referred to as the “Queen” of Christian Russia.103 Thus, Sophia was able to share the
semantic realm of both Christ and the Virgin, later contributing to the confusion over the
interpretation of the central figure in the iconography of the Novgorod type.
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Velikogo, p. 190. Not dated.
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The figure of Sophia, could be found not only on religious objects, but also on coinage.
Artsikhovskii notes that in 1420 the Novgorod coins bore the only invariable emblem in Rus’ in
the XV century.104 This symbol included two figures: one – enthroned, crowned (and sometimes
winged), dressed in royal robes and holding a scepter, and the other – making an offering to or
praising the first. The author interprets this figure not as a prince, as had been suggested, but as
Sophia. 105 Appropriately, state money was also traditionally stored in the Cathedral of St.
Sophia.106 By entering such ‘common vocabulary,’ the figure of Sophia connected the secular and
the sacred realms, underlining its ability to serve as a mediator.
Sophia Church-Building
In cities such as Kiev, Novgorod, and Vologda the development of Sophia iconography
can be associated with a larger enterprise of constructing churches dedicated to Holy Wisdom. As
Filimonov points out, questions of iconography are not limited to icon painting, but within the
framework of religious art, they encompass architecture, liturgy, and textual sources.107 The
dedication of Russian churches to Sophia, beginning with St. Sophia in Kiev in 1037,108 followed
by the Novgorod (1045-1050), Iaroslavl’, and Polotsk churches, introduced the idea of Sophia in
a powerful way, directly joining Russian Sophia churches to their visual and conceptual
prototypes in Byzantium.
104Artsikhovskii, p. 99. Even after the consolidation of territories under Moscow rule, cities maintained distinct coinage
105Ibid., pp., 100-101. Though the representation of Sophia refers to a royal figure.
106Ibid., p.103
107Filimonov, p. 1.
108The Kievan Sophia was built under Jaroslav “the Wise,” more than five decades after Byzantine Christianity was
adopted by Kievan Rus’. The most prominent images in this church are the Christ Pantocrator in the dome and the
Virgin Orant in the apse, both replicating Byzantine types.
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Emperor Justinian had ordered the (re)building of the Hagia Sophia (completed in 537),
emulating and ‘surpassing’ the wise Solomon, the author of the Wisdom books, and the builder of
the first temple in Jerusalem. Justinian was said to not only have emulated Solomon, but to have
replicated heaven with the grandiose dome of Hagia Sophia, earning praise for his wisdom. The
Kievan Sophia continued the tradition, imitating both Solomon and Justinian. As Meyendorff
writes, “the clear implication is that the Christian city of Kiev, as New Jerusalem, enjoys God’s
protection, because the Divine Wisdom, born of the Virgin, dwells in it and particularly in this
temple.”109
Justinian’s Hagia Sophia in Constantinople became not only the ultimate symbol of
Christianity in the Byzantine Empire, but also a representation of political power and the
“kingdom” itself.110 The Kiev St. Sophia illustrated a clear relationship with the Byzantine
Empire, while asserting Kievan Rus’ as a Christian state. The construction of the Novgorod St.
Sophia (1045-1050), in turn, came in the wake of Novgorodian independence, shortly before the
death of Iaroslav the Wise in 1054, when Kievan Rus’ was divided among his sons.111 Similarly,
the erection of St. Sophia in Vologda in 1568 can be interpreted as a political gesture on the part
of Ivan the Terrible in consolidating the Muscovite State.112 Therefore a semantic trajectory can
be traced between Constantinople – the “Second Rome,” Kiev – the “New Jerusalem,” and
Moscow – the “Third Rome.”
In Kiev and then Novgorod, Sophia became identified not only with the cathedral, but
with the city itself. This idea manifested itself in iconography, connecting Sophia to “holy house-
building,” based on the Proverbs 9 text. Unlike the iconographic type that illustrates the Proverbs
109Meyendorff, “Wisdom-Sophia,” p. 392.
110G.V. Florovskii, p. 480. It is important that Russians called Constantinople “City of the Tsar” (Tsaregrad), On a
much smaller scale, the Novgorod-type Sophia also carries a political connotation in the ‘royal’ representation of its
figures, and by referencing the iconography of the “King of Kings.”
111Smirnova. “Ikona Drevnei Rusi,” p. 121.
112Ivan IV had considered moving the capital to Vologda.
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9 text,113 the Novgorod Sophia does not include a representation of a temple, but only
symbolically alludes to it, through the seven pillars and the queenly portrayal of the Virgin. Yet,
it can be said that the very structure of this icon reflects that of a church, and in turn, the heavenly
realm.114 The position of Sophia’s feet on a stone serves as another reference to temple-building:
“And I say to thee: That thou art Peter; and upon this rock I will build my church, and the gates of
hell shall not prevail against it.”115
Related Sources of Sophia Iconography
The iconography of the Ackland Sophia seems distinctly Russian, having no direct
Byzantine visual precedents. Nonetheless, just as the general concept of Sophia is important to
understanding the complex symbolism of this icon, related portrayals of Divine Wisdom also
contribute to the interpretation of the Novgorod Sophia type. The better known representations of
Sophia originate in the late Byzantine period, during the Palaeologan Renaissance, a time of
revived learning and artistic activity during the late thirteenth to fifteenth centuries. As later in
Novgorod, an intensification of religious learning, centered on Mt. Athos, also lead to an
increased interest in allegorical and symbolic themes.116 In fact, Archbishop Makarii refers to
examples from Athos and South Slavic churches as precedents of the images questioned by
Viskovatyi.
The examples offer several “Sophia” types, which also appear in Russian iconography,
yet remain visually distinct from the Novgorod Sophia. Though visually unrelated, they
113This Novgorodian type is discussed below.
114For a discussion of this observation see I. A. Iakovleva. “ ‘Obraz Mira’ v Ikone ‘Sofia Premudrost’ Bozhiia.’ “
Drenve-russkoe Iskusstvo: Problemy I Atributsii. Vol. 10. (Moskva: “Nauka,”) 1977, p. 392.
115Matt 16:18. This reference is also used in the Commentary of Sophia.
116Particularly those derived from the Old Testament.
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nevertheless inform the conception of Sophia as a personification and a feminine figure, helping
explain the controversial linkage between Divine Wisdom and Mary, while further connecting
Wisdom to the text of the Proverbs. The latter connection also points to the feast of Wisdom,
revealing Eucharistic, and therefore Christological, connotations.
It is useful to point out two common representations of Byzantine and South Slavic
origin. In the first Sophia acts as a “muse,” inspiring one of the Evangelists, while the second is
the illustration of the “Feast of Wisdom,” described in Proverbs 9:1-5:
Wisdom hath built herself a house, she hath hewn her out seven pillars. She hath
slain her victims, mingled her wine, and set forth her table. She hath sent her
maids to invite to the tower, and to the walls of the city: Whosoever is a little
one, let him come to me. And to the unwise she said: Come, eat my bread, and
drink the wine which I have mingled for you.117
In both cases Wisdom is represented as a feminine figure, at times winged, and usually with the
characteristic eight-pointed halo consisting of two overlapping rhomboids. The figure of Sophia
as the inspiration of the Evangelist becomes known in Mt. Athos and in the Balkans in the
fourteenth and the fifteenth centuries. Its origins look back to a classical model of a philosopher
guided by an allegorical figure; after all, the ancient Greek  refers to the love of ,
knowledge and wisdom, though not yet divine.118 Indeed, the personification of Sophia may be
said to have a classical, Jewish, and perhaps pre-Christian Gnostic background, having the
ancient goddess of Wisdom, Athena, as a distant relative.119 In fact, in some early depictions of
Wisdom, such as the tenth-century miniature of King David, flanked by Sophia and Prophetia,
117The Proverbs 9:1 text is also found on the scroll of Solomon (who is depicted with David and the other six prophets
in the central drum of the dome) in St. Sophia in Novgorod. The frescoes are thought to be XI-century originals. See
Briusova, p. 29, 45. In reading the figure of Sophia as an Old Testament pre-figuration of Christ, I concentrate on the
‘Solomonic’ books of Proverbs and Wisdom. Other relevant Old Testament texts include the Wisdom of Solomon,
Ecclesiasticus (Wisdom of Jesus Sirach), and Kings, to name a few.
118As Meyendorff points out, in the First Letter to the Corinthians (1 Cor. 1:22), St. Paul makes a clear distinction
between ancient wisdom (sophia) sought by Greek philosophers, and Christ as the Wisdom of God. See “Wisdom-
Sophia,” p. 391.The Pauline definition of Wisdom becomes central to the Christological interpretation of Sophia.
119Ibid., p. 393.
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from the Paris Psalter, Wisdom is represented in a distinctly “Hellenistic” manner.120 (Fig. 28) In
other early representations, including St. Mark with Sophia in Codex Rossanensis (ca. 550, fol.
241),121 the treatment of Sophia resembles depictions of the Virgin. 122
As Smirnova notes, the image of an Evangelist guided by a personification of Wisdom
appears in Byzantine miniatures in the fourteenth and the fifteenth centuries, and is especially
common in fifteenth-century manuscripts from the Great Lavra of St. Athanasius on Mt. Athos.123
Similar compositions are found in the frescoes of the churches and monasteries of Mount Athos,
Serbia, and Macedonia.124 (Fig. 29) Among Russian examples are the Rogozhskii Gospels
(Rogozhskoe Evangelie), dated to the early fifteenth century. The Gospels depict the Evangelists
Mark, Matthew, and Luke inspired by a wingless feminine figure, with the characteristic halo
composed of two overlapping rhombi.125 (Fig. 30) Approximately a century later these
miniatures were closely copied in Novgorod aprokos (short) Gospels. Of particular note is the
120The representation of Sophia next to David has already been noted in the Kievan Psalter of 1397.
121Petr Balcárek suggests that the Rossano miniature is “probably the first representation of Sophia as a virgin.” See
“The Image of Sophia in Medieval Russian Iconography and its Sources.” Byzantinoslavica. Vol. 60, No. 2 (1999), p.
596.
122Meyendorff provides a number of other “early” examples of representations of Sophia, including a VII or VIII-
century miniature in a Syrian Bible (Paris. Syr. 341, fol. 118), in which the Virgin with an image of Christ Emmanuel is
flanked by the King Solomon and a female figure with a crossed staff and a book. He interprets the latter figure as the
‘other author’ of the Proverbs – Divine Wisdom. See “L’Iconographie de la Sagesse Divine dans la Tradition
Byzantine.” Cahiers Archéologiques, 10 (1959), pp, 262-263. Both Kondakov and Grabar have also interpreted the
central figure of Charity (:;<=) from a XII-century miniature of John Climacus’ Ladder of Divine Ascent (Sinai Grec.
418, Climacus 283r.) as Sophia. See André Grabar. “Iconographie de la Sagesse Divine et de la Vierge.” Cahiers
Archéologiques VIII (1956), p. 255-257. Balcárek also posits that the representation of Wisdom as an angel derives
from the “antique Greco-Roman tradition” of the “personification of wisdom, divine or human, as a virtue,” p. 594.
Thus Sophia may be directly linked to Charity, as well as to the Virgin in personifying a virtue. This idea will become
important to the later discussion of the Sophia image as an image of purity and chastity.
123For a discussion of the influence of South Slavic miniatures and frescoes on Russian art in the fourteenth century, see
Ol’ga Popova. “Novgorodskie Miniatiury i Vtoroe Iuzhnoslavianskoe Vliianie.” Drevnerusskoe Iskusstvo:
Khudozhestvennaia Kul’tura Novgoroda. (Moskva: Nauka, 1968), pp. 179-200.
124Fourteenth-century examples can be found at Lesnovo (where St. John Chrysostom appears with Sophia), Prizren,
Staro Nagori>ino, Pe>, Ravanica, and Rešava; later examples can be seen in the monasteries of Mt. Athos. See
Balcárek, p. 594. In the XIV century Gospels from the Mt. Athos Chilandar Monastery (No. 572), the figure inspiring
the first three evangelists is marked by the inscription “Sophia.” N. V. Pokhrovskii. Evangelie v Pamiatnikakh
Ikonografii. (Moskva: Progress-Tradititsiia, 2001), p. 55
125Ibid. According to archeologist Pokhrovskii, writing in the late XIX century, by the XVI century Sophia was
represented with wings in some Slavic Gospels.
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fact that the guidance of Sophia in these miniatures is instrumental not only to the recording of
the Gospels, but also to painting the Virgin, underlining the creative and ‘artistic’ power of
Wisdom.126
In the late fifteenth-century Novgorodian manuscript of the Acts and Letters (Deiania i
Poslania) of the Apostles, belonging to Nikolai Likhachev, Sophia is linked to the Apostles in a
different way. The manuscript contains miniatures of the apostles approaching Christ, who holds
the open Gospel (the source of Divine Wisdom), and an independent miniature of an enthroned
Sophia of the Novgorod-type. (Fig. 7) Aside from the miniatures, in Russia the “Evangelist
inspired by Sophia” composition appears in both large and small icons and frescoes. In the
frescoes (c. 1380) at in the Church of the Dorminion at Volotov Filed (Volotovo Pole), near
Novgorod, Sophia as muse is shown with Mark, Matthew, and Luke.127 Here she also appears in
another familiar composition, illustrating the Provebs 9 text, which along with the canon of
Cosmas of Maium had entered the Lenten service of the Holy Thursday, thereby explicitly
connecting the proto-Eucharistic feast of Wisdom to the Last Supper.128
In the visual interpretations of the Proverbs 9 text, the figure of Sophia resembles the
“muse” described above. Similarly, she is sometimes pictured with wings and an eight-pointed
nimbus, yet in a different context, usually within or near a temple and in the midst of a feast. This
theme appears as the subject of monumental painting in Balkan churches, such as Saint-Clement
in Ochrid129 (Macedonia, 1295, Fig 31), Gra>anica (Serbia, 1321), De>ani130 (Serbia, 1348), Rila
126Proverbs 8:30. In the Russian version the word “*1,” literally, “artist” or “painter” is used by Wisdom to
describe herself. Biblia ili Knigi Sviaschennogo Pisaniia Vetkhogo i Novogo Zaveta v Russkom Perevode. (Moskva:
Izdanie Moskovskoi Patriarkhii, 1956).
127The figure shown with the latter two Evangelists has the characteristic eight-pointed nimbus, perhaps the earliest
Russian example of this nimbus, which would become particularly popular in the XVI and the XVII centuries. The
Volotovo frescoes had been badly damaged during the Second World War.
128Mattins, Tone Six, Canticle One. The Lenten Triodion. Trans. Archimandrite Kallistos Ware and Mother Mary.
(London: Faber and Faber, 1978), p. 549. Note that in this English translation, Wisdom is referred to using the pronoun
“he,” rather than “she.”
129In St. Clement Sophia is represented with two female servants in a composition that resembles the Old Testament
Trinity in its emphasis on the central angel-Sophia and its Eucharistic connotation (the central angel here, as in the Old
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(Bulgaria, 1335). While the Volotovo fresco is closely related to Balkan iconography, later
Novgorodian representations of the Proverbs 9 text, including a wooden carving from the Kirillov
Monastery in the Vologda region (late XV-early XVI century) and a Novgorod icon from 1548,
present a more uniquely Russian treatment of the subject. The latter icon is a complex image,
depicting the feast Wisdom, the figures of Sophia and of the Virgin and child in circular
mandorlas, St. John of Damascus, King Solomon, and a “seven-pillared” temple with the seven
Holy Councils. (Fig. 32) Much like the Ackland Sophia, this icon also involves a double,
Christological and a Mariological reading. Interestingly, the figure of Sophia in this image also
closely resembles that of Christ Emmanuel in a contemporary icon, “The Only Begotten Son”
(“Edinorodnyi Syn”).131 (Fig. 33)
The ties of the Ackland Sophia to allegorical figures and representations of Old
Testament Wisdom that reached Russia through the Balkans, offer more thematic and semantic,
rather than purely visual clues. The feminine qualities of these representations of Wisdom
contribute to the eventual semantic confusion over the significance of Sophia. In the seven pillars
of the throne of Wisdom, the Novgorod Sophia maintains its connection to the Proverbs 9 text,
while the foreshadowing of the Last Supper implicit in the association of Wisdom with her feast,
presents Sophia as an Old Testament pre-figuration of Christ. The standard Novgorod Sophia
type (though not the Ackland variant) may also be linked to the Eucharistic meaning of the
Proverbs feast through the hetoimasia, which serves both as the throne prepared for Christ’s
Second Coming and an altar, displaying the instruments of his Passion.
Testament Trinity, points to the Eucharistic vessel).
130One of the frescoes from the series depicts a winged Sophia with three faces enclosed in a diamond-shaped nimbus –
a clear reference to the participation of Divine Wisdom in the Trinity.
131This icon is known in both Novgorod and Moscow in the XVI century. One of the examples of this subject is found
in a complex quadripartite icon that also includes the image “God Rested on the Seventh Day,” depicting Christ with
angel wings and the New Testament trinity, and ardently contested by Viskovatyi.
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As John Meyendorff puts it, the Novgorod type “preserves the incarnational,
Christological significance of its earlier models but corresponds better to the function of a
portable icon, figuring clearly the Person, object of the faithful’s veneration, rather than
illustrating a particular scriptural text.”132 Indeed, the “Person,” the central figure of Sophia
remains the fulcrum of this iconographic type, pre-figuring the image of Christ incarnate above it.
As a personification of Wisdom, the image presents an attempt to make the invisible accessible.
Yet, due to its complex nature, the figure of Sophia invites interpretations that vacillate between
the traditional Christological meaning and a Mariological one
132Meyendorff. “Wisdom-Sophia,” 400.
IV. Interpreting the Ackland Icon: Multiple Readings
A Christological Interpretation
The “new” and complex iconography that appeared in Russia in the sixteenth century
relied more on textual sources, rather than direct visual prototypes.133 Interpreted within the
context of the heretical movements in Novgorod, and then in Moscow, the Novgorod Sophia type
draws on the Scripture to present a Christological , in which Old Testament Wisdom prefigures
the New Testament Christ, the incarnated Son of God. Christ, both as a pre-figuration and a
historical figure, also remains the dominant image in the Ackland icon. The more familiar
representations of Christ, as Emmanuel and in the act of blessing, form an imaginary triangle in
the center of the image. The two lower “angles” come to their points in the medallions containing
Emmanuel, held by the Virgin and John the Baptist. At the pinnacle of the “triangle” Christ is
depicted at the age of ministry. The less familiar and more controversial representations of Christ
are the Ancient of Days134 blessing from a red and pink “circle of glory,” superimposed on the
scroll of heaven and, the central figure itself. Within this framework, the three different
figurations of Christ follow the center vertical of the icon.135 Notably, Christ as a New Testament
133As noted by Smirnova, the sixteenth century saw new iconographic developments in “illustration” of biblical and
liturgical texts and an increased reliance on “personifications, symbols, and allusions,” as well as more obscure and/or
multiple textual sources. “Ikona Drevnei Rusi,” p.156.
134The ‘theologically correct’ reading of the Ancient of Days is not as God the Father, but as another aspect of Christ,
like the figure of Christ Emmanuel, revealing the eternity of Christ. This reading, however, was not effectively
articulated until the XVII century. See Tradigo, p. 65.
135The pre-eminence of figures grouped in threes is notable in this icon, as an obvious reminder of the three hypostases
of God, and also as link to Pseudo-Dionysian tri-part systems (also related to the tri-part mandorla, as seen in the
Ackland icon). The three concentric circles of the blue mandorla have been referred to as a symbol of the trinity by
John of Gaza. See Charles Barber. “Theotokos and Logos: the Interpretation and reinterpretation of the sanctuary
programme of the Koimesis Church, Nicaea.” Images of the Mother of God: Perceptions of the Theotokos in
Byzantium. Ed. Maria Vassilaki. (Burlingtion, VT: Ashgate, 2005), p. 52, nt. 6. Also, Andreopoulos, p. 68.
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figure appears only once, blessing Sophia, with whom he shares a darker, almond-shaped
mandorla, enclosed within two concentric circles of glory, with the lightest circle located on the
outer edge.136 The Virgin holding the medallion of Emmanuel echoes the “Virgin of the Sign”
type that relies on the prophesy of Isaiah (7:14): “Therefore the Lord himself shall give you a
sign. Behold a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, and his name shall be called Emmanuel.”137
Like Sophia, Emmanuel functions as a pre-figuration of Christ. Indeed, in Russian iconography,
the figure of Christ Emmanuel can be directly linked to the “principle of Sophia, Divine
Wisom.”138
In relationship to the figure of John the Baptist, the image of Emmanuel may serve as a
substitute for another pre-figuration of Christ: a chalice with the Christ child or the sacrificial
lamb.139 The representation of the Baptist as the Angel of the Desert also foretells the coming of
Christ, described in both the Old and the New Testaments. For instance, as prophesized in
Malachiah (3:1-2):
Behold, I send my angel, and he shall prepare the way before my face. And presently the
Lord, whom you seek, and the angel of the testament, whom you desire, shall come to
this temple. Behold he cometh, saith the Lord of hosts. And who shall be able to think of
the day of his coming? And who shall stand to see him? For he is like a refining fire, and
like the fuller’s herb.140
136Similar mandorlas can be found in scenes such as the Dormition of the Virgin, the Resurrection (Anastasis), and
importantly, the Transfiguration; in most representations, the mandorlas have concentric layers, which darken
progressively as they are closer to Christ. As Andreopoulos notes, following a patristic notion of the “theology of
darkness,” Christ is represented within the darkest layer of the mandorla, in order to reflect the “excessive luminosity”
of his light, both literally and metaphorically too bright for natural vision, and to suggest that the ultimate source of
light cannot be seen and known. See pp. 91-92. This is particularly evident in the Sophia icon from Vologda, in which
Christ is surrounded by black. (Fig. 13)
137Tradigo, pp. 172-174. Fiene also notes Metropolitan Antonii’s description of a XIII-century Novgorod seal of the
Virgin of the Sign, with the inscription on the halo of the Christ Emmanuel spelling “Sofi.” See p. 452, fn.13.
138Tradigo, 227.
139John the Baptist is not only linked to pre-figurations of Christ, but also to the controversy surrounding the correct
representation of Christ. For instance the appropriateness of the Sacrificial Lamb was considered at the Constantinople
Counsel of 692. Viskovatyi had also questioned this image.
140This Old Testament prophecy is reiterated in Matt. 11:10. In Russian the term “Forerunner” (Predtechia) is used
more commonly than “Baptist” (Kupala, literally “the bather”).
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Interestingly, this prophesy includes the three figures found in the Ackland icon, John “the
Forerunner” as an angel, Christ who is compared to “fire,” and the Lord of Hosts. John’s role is
similarly revealed in the New Testament: “John answered, saying unto all: I indeed baptize you
with water; but there shall come one mightier that I, the latchet of whose shoes I am not worthy to
loose: he shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost, and with fire.”141 The figure of the Virgin, in
turn, is also interpreted in terms of Christ, as the means of his incarnation, the container of the
Word and Wisdom of God and, referencing the iconography of the “King of Kings,” as the
Church who participates in a mystical union with Christ, the Archbishop.
The image of the Ancient of Days, located in the upper portion of the Ackland icon,
emphasizes the Trinitarian and the eschatological aspects of the icon, but remains controversial.
The representation had appeared in Byzantium in the Palaeologan period142 and was known in
Novgorod by the early fifteenth century, eventually attracting considerable criticism,143 based on
the explicit assertion that God the Father was unknowable and unrepresentable. Theologians had
attempted to deal with correctness of this representation, suggesting that here God the Father is
seen through the image of an aged (yet ageless) Christ.144 Similarly, the so called New Testament
Trinity, which depicted God Sabaoth holding Christ Emmanuel, with the Holy Spirit (in the form
of a dove), was said to reveal the eternity of Christ, both young and old, Father and Son.145 As in
the Ackland Sophia, the Ancient of Days is often depicted with a nimbus composed of red and
141Luke 3:16. Again, Christ here is connected with the element of fire.
142This type has been noted even earlier, for instance, in a XI Vatican miniature illustrating the Ladder of Divine
Ascent.
143Viskovatyi and Otenskii both spoke out against the image of God the Father, particularly as a part of the New
Testament Trinity icon. Protecting the notion of the Trinity, the Moscow Council of a “Hundred Chapters” (Stoglavyi
Sobor) of 1551 had allowed the depiction. About a hundred years later, the Great Moscow Council of 1657, under
reformer patriarch Nikon, had outlawed the image (with the exception of depicting the Last Judgment, according to Old
Testament prophesies). See Andreev, “O Dele Diaka Viskovatogo,” p. 238.
144This notion has been supported through the Gospel of John 2 and 14: “he that seeth me seeth the Father also.”
145God Sabaoth alone also referred to the Trinity in its Old Testament manifestation, connected with the expression of
the cherubim “Holy, Holy, Holy!” (Isaiah: 6, 3), which served as the basis of the Russian “Thrice-Holy Prayer.” See
“Paleia Tolkovaia.” Filosofskie i Bogoslovskie Idei v Pamiatnikakh Drevnerusskoi Mysli. Eds. M.N. Gromov and V.V.
Mil’kov. (Moskva: Nauka, 2000), p. 148, 177; fn. 54.
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green or blue intersecting rhomboids, usually associated with wisdom and eternity.146 According
to Smirnova, this type of a nimbus becomes known in Byzantine art in the fourteenth century, and
represents the light of Christ’s Transfiguration on Mt. Tabor.147 The figure of the Ancient of
Days, surrounded by a fiery red circle of glory with two seraphim, above the blessing Christ in
the Ackland icon is also rooted in Old Testament prophesies, such as the apocalyptic vision of
Daniel (7: 9): “I beheld till thrones were placed, and the Ancient of days sat: his garment was white as
snow, and the hair of his head like clean wool: his throne like flames of fire: the wheels of it like a burning
fire.” Or the testament of Ezekiel (1: 26-28):
And above the firmament that was over their heads, was the likeness of a throne, as the
appearance of the sapphire stone, and upon the likeness of the throne, was a likeness as of
the appearance of a man above upon it. And I saw as it were the resemblance of amber as
the appearance of fire within it round about: from his loins and upward, and from his
loins downward, I saw as it were the resemblance of fire shining round about.
The red seraphim, which appear on the throne of the Lord of Hosts, and are associated with fire,
are noted in the visions of Isaiah (6:6). The prophet’s testament also references the scroll (or the
“book”) of heaven, which is folded together at the time of the Last Judgment. Though in the
Ackland icon the Ancient of Days replaced the hetoimasia, 148 this portion of the image has
retained its eschatological meaning, magnified yet again after 1492.
The central figure of Sophia has been interpreted within a Christological context through
both the Old and the New Testaments, as well as Russian theological texts. In A Discourse that
there is Wisdom –Sophia, attributed to Zinovii Otenskii, Wisdom is equated with the second
person of the Trinity, Christ the Logos.149 In an attempt to answer the question “who or what is
146See Fiene, p. 454. According to Balcárek, this “diamond nimbus is a sign of the preexistent Christ,” p. 598.
147The same rhomboid composition can be seen in Transfiguration scenes. Smirnova, Fonti della Sapienza, 39. The
light of transfiguration is emphasized in the teachings of Byzantine hesychasts, such as Gregory Palamas. The influence
of hesychasm on Russian monasticism (via Mt. Athos), starting in the XIV century has been noted by numerous
Russian scholars and can be related to the mystical leanings XV and XVI century iconography.
148The Ancient of Days is likely a later iconographic development.
149Some sources, starting in the seventeenth century refer to Otenskii as a student of Maxim the Greek (in Moscow via
Athos, ca. 1518-1556 and instrumental in translating and commenting on key biblical and theological texts). Otenskii’s
writings address the mid-sixteenth century issues of the heresies and related theological questions. The explanation of
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Sophia?” the author of the Discourse first turns to Solomon and then to Apostle Paul,150 using the
former to underline the coexistence of God and Wisdom before the creation of the world and the
latter to emphasize the incarnation of the Word-Wisdom in Christ, thereby, much like the
Novgorod type Sophia, synthesizing the Old and New Testaments in representing Christ as
eternal.151 Otenskii refers to Paul’s address to the Corinthians (1: 21-25), which offers the most
powerful Christological interpretation of Wisdom:
For seeing that in the wisdom of God the world, by wisdom, knew not God, it pleased
God, by the foolishness of our preaching, to save them that believe. For both the Jews
require signs, and the Greeks seek after wisdom. But we preach Christ crucified, unto the
Jews indeed a stumbling block, and unto the Gentiles foolishness: But unto them that are
called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God, and the wisdom of God. For the
foolishness of God is wiser than men; and the weakness of God is stronger than men.152
The author of the Discourse also references the legend of the construction of the Hagia Sophia in
Constantinople, reiterating that the temple was dedicated to the “Only begotten Son and Word of
God.”153
Otenskii’s work exists alongside, and likely responds to, another common exegesis or
commentary (tolkovanie) of the iconography of the Novgorod Sophia type, found in manuscripts
of service books belonging to the Novgorod St. Sophia and also appearing in Sophia some
icons.154 (Fig. 34) Whereas Otenskii’s text questions the use of Old Testament symbols, the
the Novgorod Sophia type is often attributed to Otenskii (for instance, by Archimandrite Makarii), though this
attribution has been disputed. See D.M. Bulanin. “Zinovii Otenskii.” Slovar’ Knizhnikov i Knizhnostei, pp. 354-358.
The same “Discourse” is found in Sbornik No. 14 of the Russkaia Sinodal’naia Biblioteka, sited as a XVI-century
manuscript in Filimonov, p. 11.
150The main arguments come from this juxtaposition between the Old and New Testament sources. The author also
refers to David, St. Cyril of Alexandria, Pseudo-Dionysius, St. John of Damascus, and John Chrysosthom.
151Zinovii Otenskii. “Skazanie, Izvestnoe o tom, chto est’ Sofiia Premudrost’.” Skazaniia Novgoroda Velikogo, p. 181.
Also cited in Filimonov, as a XVI-century anonymous manuscript from a compilation found in the Library of the
Russian Synod, Moscow (Russkaia Sinodal’naia Biblioteka, No. 141 ), pp. 11-12.
152This interpretation is also suggested in Luke 11:49.
153Otenskii, “Skazanie, Izvestnoe.” Skazania Novgoroda Velikogo, p. 189. The legend of the construction of
Constantinople is cited in Filimonov, p. 5. According to Filimonov, the text of the legend is derived from an
anonymous XI-century Byzantine manuscript.
154I will refer to the text as “the Commentary.” A manuscript version of the Commentary, dated to the XVI century,
(from the Compilation of the Moscow Public Museum, No. 578) is reproduced in Filimonov, pp 8-9. Filimonov also
mentions several XVII-century versions of the Commentary, which complement the main text of the XVI-century
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Commentary affirms it, incorporating a Christological interpretation into a web of meaning that
interweaves Christ, Mary, and the theme of chastity. The earliest version of this text dates to the
fifteenth century, corresponding with the presumed origin of the Novgorod Sophia type. The
Commentary is also inserted into the letter of Greek Patriarch Luke to Andrei Bogoliubskii, dated
1160. The Patriarch’s message, which defends the celibacy of bishops and monastic practice,
includes two later addenda, the first explaining Sophia, and the other connecting the concept of
Sophia to chastity and purity. The Commentary provides a dual interpretation of the Novgorod
Sophia iconography, translating the central figure as both Christ and as the Virgin.
Within the framework of a Christological interpretation, the Commentary reads: “One
must realize that Sophia is, the Wisdom of God: it is the chastity of unspeakable purity; and this
Wisdom is the truth of humble saved ones. Christ is the Head above us. He is the Head because
He is Wisdom. He is the Son Who is the Word of God.” 155 According to Filimonov, a part of this
Commentary could be found at the end of the liturgy dedicated to St. Sophia, performed on the
day of consecration of St. Sophia of Novgorod (fifteenth of August, the day of the Assumption of
the Virgin), stating “Inscrutable and lauded Wisdom of God, honored Sophia, soul of the virginal,
that is the Only-begotten Son, the Word of God.”156
Reflecting on the Novgorod Sophia type, Evfimii Chudovskii, monk of the Chudov
Monastery (Moscow Kremlin), active in the seventeenth century, like Otenskii, defines Wisdom
manuscript with further discussion of chastity. Several variants of the Commentary are reproduced and translated from
Old Slavonic into Russian, revealing slight differences in length and content. See “Slovesa, izbranye iz mnogikh knig
voprosov i otvetov razlicshnykh strok. Slovo o Premudrosti Pervoe.” (“Words, chosen from many books of questions
and answers. The first discourse on the Wisdom of God.”) and “Tolkovanie Sviatoi Sofii.” Skazania Novgoroda
Velikogo, pp. 172-177; p. 199. Two Sophia icons containing the text of the Commentary include the XVI icon at the
Tret’iakov gallery and a XVI an icon from the local row of the Troitse-Sergieva Lavra Assumption Cathedral. See
Gukova, p. 203.
155
“Message of the Greek Patriarch Luke to Andrei Iur’evich Bogoliubskii, son of Iurii Dolgorukii, Grandson of
Vladimir, Prince of Rostov and Suzdal’, Concerning Bishop Nestor of Rostov and Suzdal.’ ” Nikonian Chronicle from
the Year 1132 to 1240. p.122.
156
“!	  !	 # $i	 i	 !	, &* -, ,
5&( &  $i.” In Filimonov, p. 8. The text of this “liturgy” is also divided between interpreting
Sophia as Christ and as Mary.
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in Pauline terms, as the “Word and Power – Son of God.” Chudovskii, too, does not support the
standard Novgorod Sophia iconography, suggesting that Wisdom be represented according to St.
Paul, as Christ crucified, and referring to an icon that he considers appropriate. In this “New
Testament” Sophia type, which becomes known in Novgorod in the seventeenth century, a
crucified Christ is depicted on the Old Testament “altar,” prepared by Wisdom, surrounded by the
seven columns of the temple.157 (Fig. 35) It is safe this iconography was at least in part influenced
by the Novgorod Sophia type and the icon “Wisdom hath Built Herself a House” (in addition to
Western stylistic elements).158
In Russia there is no tradition of depicting Christ as Sophia (rather than Sophia as Christ),
aside from the seventeenth century crucifixion mentioned above. The association between Christ
Emmanuel, Christ Pantocrator, or the crucified Christ and Sophia through an inscription is also
rare in Byzantine art. An exception is a late Byzantine (c. 1360) icon of Christ inscribed “Jesus
Christ, Holy Wisdom of God.”159 (Fig. 36) André Grabar has suggested that the ninth century
mosaic of Christ Pantocrator in the narthex of Hagia Sophia may also be interpreted as a Wisdom
icon, though it bears no inscription that identifies it as such.160 Similar connections in Russian art
also rely on purported inscriptions, and include the halo of Emmanuel inscribed “Sofi”161 and the
inscription “Sophia” that was once rumored to have existed above the fresco of Christ above the
altar of the Assumption Cathedral in Moscow.162
157Cited in Filimonov as a XVII-century MS from the Library of the Russian Synod, No. 473, p. 12. Filimonov
describes and provides a drawing of a complex icon found from the Iur’ev Monastery near Novgorod. Here Wisdom is
depicted as the crucified Christ; the icon also contains images of the Virgin and John the Baptist and the Ancient of
Days. Also see Fiene, pp. 468-469.
158The incorporation of Western elements made this Sophia type problematic in another sense.
159Kurt Weitzmann et. al. The Icon. (New York : Knopf , 1982), p. 192.
160André Grabar. Byzantine Painting. (New York: Rizzoli, 1979), 91.
161See fn. 137 above.
162Filimonov, p. 5.
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The reverse is more common: the nimbus of Sophia is at times crossed and inscribed with
Christ’s insignia (XP XC and ?@A163), much like that of the central angel in the Old Testament
Trinity.164 (See Figs. 11, 26, 22) The representation of Christ as Sophia is directly related to his
portrayal as an angel. As mentioned above, Iosif Volotskii has noted that God may at times
manifest himself in the form of an angel, noting that the prophet Isaiah refers to Christ as both
God (Emmanuel) and an angel (“the Angel of the Holy Counsel”).165
Like the figure of the Ancient of Days, the representation Christ as the Angel of the Holy
or Grand Counsel, was deemed both important and problematic. For instance, the association of
Christ with the archangel Michael is characteristic of the infamous Bogomil heresy. Also, as
Florovskii has pointed out, the increased popularity of depicting Christ with wings, starting in the
sixteenth century, was a controversial result of the influence of Western iconography.166
However, the imagery of Christ as an angel persisted, as it provided the necessary link between
Old Testament prefigurations and their New Testament fulfillment. One such representation,
“Christ Holy Silence” (Spas Blagoe Molchanie), known in Russian iconography from the
fifteenth century,167 depicts Christ as Emmanuel with angel wings and a two-colored rhomboid
163An abbreviation of the expression “I am who I am” in Greek.
164An early example can be seen in Trinity depicted on bronze doors at Alexandrovo (formerly belonging to the
territory of Novgorod) in 1336.
165Volotskii “Slovo Tret’e.” Poslanie Ikonopistsu, p. 130. Here both the modern Russian Bible and the Vulgate differ
from the Septuagint and the Slavonic version, in that “Angel of the Great Counsel” is replaced with “Counsellor.” In
the Slavonic Bible the passage reads: “)% 1 	 , &,   ; & 5  * 
5,   	 5:   ., 7&( , $ B!(, , B	+ ,
01 %  ; % !  	+	,   + 5.” See note to Isaiah 6:9 in Biblia ili Knigi
Sviaschennogo Pisaniia Vetkhogo i Novogo Zaveta v Russkom Perevode, p. 690. In his Painting Manual, compiled in
the early eighteenth century (probably on Mt. Athos), Dionysius of Fourna includes “the Angel of the Great Counsel,”
“Emmanuel,” and “king of kings and great high priest” as the names of Christ, providing instructions for painting these
subjects in “On How Churches are Painted with Scenes.” See The ‘Painter’s Manual’ of Dionysius of Fourna: An
English translation, with Commentary, of cod. Gr. 708 in the Saltykov-Shchedrin State Public Library, Leningrad.
Trans. Paul Hetherington. (London: Saggitarius Press, 1974), p. 88.
166Florovskii refers to this subject as “ ‘Christus sub specie seraph,’ “ p. 494.
167This image has an obvious association with the monastic practice of silence (hesychia).
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nimbus associated with Wisdom. (Fig. 37) The latter iconography is likely connected to Southern
Slavic representations of Christ Emmanuel-Wisdom. (Fig. 38)
Analyzing the representation of Christ as an angel and the angelic realm presented in the
Ackland Sophia, relies on the theories of Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite, which had received
renewed attention at the end of the fifteenth and the beginning of the sixteenth centuries, after the
entire Corpus Areopagiticum became available in Russia.168 In Pseudo-Dionysius’ The Celestial
Hierarchy, Christ is ranked at the top of great angel “revealers,” such as Gabriel. Moreover, the
philosopher-theologian suggests that Christ as the Word Incarnate, too, is an angel (messenger),
who reveals God.169 He writes: “because of his generous work for our salvation he [Christ]
himself entered the order of revealers and is called ‘angel of great counsel.’ Indeed, when he
announced what he knew of the Father, was it not as an angel?”170
Representations of Christ as an angel are said to date back to the sixth-century fresco in
the Alexandrian catacombs of Karmouz, where a nimbed and winged figure bears an inscription
í IC XC. 171 Another notable instance is the early thirteenth century fresco of the Angel of
the Great Counsel in Studenica, inscribed “ ‘IC XC – Angel of the Grand Counsel of the
Father.’ “172 The representations of Christ as an angel may be paralleled to the images of
Wisdom depicted with angel wings, particularly in frescoes of the Palaeologan period. The
168The works of Pseudo-Dionysius were known in fragmentary form (appearing in John Of Damascus’ Theology and in
Izbornik Sviatoslava, for instance) prior to the translation of the entire Corpus Areopagiticum in 1371 by monk Isaiah
from Mt. Athos. Thanks to migration from the Balkans, starting in the late fourteenth century these and other works of
“mystical-ascetic nature” (including translations of already existing literature, such as The Ladder of Divine Ascent of
John Climacus), were re-introduced. Consequently, there had been an increase in the number of existing manuscripts of
Pseudo-Dionysius’ works at the end of the XIV and the beginning of the XV centuries, and an even greater increase in
the 16th-17th centuries. See A.I. Makarov et. al., Eds. Drevnerusskie Areopagitiki. (Moskva: Kryg, 2002), pp. 5-10; 18-
22. The period of heresies was also characterized by a growing interest in Pseudo-Dionysius, as can be gathered from
the 1489 letter of Archbishop Gennadii to Iosaf. Both Volotskii and Otenskii also refer to Pseudo-Dionysius in their
writings.
169The word “angel” in Greek means “messenger.” See V.V. Filatov, p. 12.
170Pseudo-Dionysius. “The Celestial Hierarchy.” The Complete Works. Trans. Colm Luibheid and Paul Rorem. (New
York: Paulist Press, 1987), p. 159.
171Meyendorff, “L’Iconographie,” p. 269.
172Ibid., p. 268.
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appearance of a red angel, as seen in the Ackland icon, may also be traced the legend of the
construction of Hagia Sophia in Constantinople, noted in the Discourse attributed to Otenskii.173
The legend recounts an angel “with sparkling eyes and flaming cheeks” who appears to the son of
the master builder, Ignatius, swearing in the name of Sophia, the Wisdom of God’s Word to
protect the church. 174
A Christological interpretation of Sophia unifies the icon under the theme of the eternal
existence of Wisdom-Christ and, accordingly, the Trinity. As Donald Fiene points out, Wisdom
may be associated with any person of the Trinity, “but the connection of Wisdom with Jesus and
the Word is more obvious and traditionally takes precedence.” 175 Indeed, the Ackland icon
alludes to both God the Father (in the Figure of the Ancient of Days and by implicating Old
Testament Wisdom, who was “with God from the beginning”176) and to the Holy Spirit (the seven
pillars of the throne). The Son of God is presented as a blessing Christ, as Emmanuel (according
to Old Testament prophesy) and as Logos-Wisdom, existing with God before the creation of the
world and present at the Last Judgment as the Angel of the Great Counsel.
Even though evidence supported the traditional theological interpretation of Sophia as a
pre-figuration of Christ, the textual and visual feminine personification of Old Testament
Wisdom was not ignored by those interpreting the Novgorod Sophia type. In fact, the same texts
that point to a Christological reading of this iconography, also emphasize the role of the Virgin as
the container of the Logos-Wisdom.
173The “lineage” of St. Sophia, beginning with the Hagia Sophia, “built by the order of an angel,” is often recounted in
Novgorodian manuscripts. See Briusova, p. 30; Filimonov, p. 12.
174
“ %	  +  !&   ;” “‘B	  	 i # $i	
,    	 1 +	, + +  !  1 	.’ “ According to
Filimonov, the text of the legend is derived from an anonymous XI-century Byzantine manuscript. Cited in Filimonov,
p. 5.
175Fiene, p. 457.
176Proverbs 8: 26-30: “He had not yet made the earth, nor the rivers, nor the poles of the world. When he prepared the
heavens, I was present: when with a certain law and compass he enclosed the depths: When he established the sky
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A Mariological Interpretation
A Mariological reading of the Ackland icon and the Novgorod Sophia type does not
equate Sophia to the Virgin.177 Rather, it highlights the role of the Virgin as the container of
Divine Wisdom or “the container of the uncontainable,” as expressed in Palaeologan art and in
the Akathistos hymn to the Virgin.178 Like the Virgin-Queen in the “King of Kings” (Fig. 21), the
figure in the Ackland icon refers to the church that contains Wisdom, implicitly, one dedicated to
Sophia.179 The sacred union between Christ as the Great Archbishop and the Virgin as the Church
is paralleled in a union between the Virgin and Wisdom, which allows for the incarnation of the
Logos-Sophia. This ‘marriage’ also echoes that of King Solomon, who perceives Wisdom as a
beloved:
Her have I loved, and have sought her out from my youth, and have desired to take her
for my spouse, and I became a lover of her beauty. She glorifieth her nobility by being
conversant with God: yea and the Lord of all things hath loved her. For it is she that
teacheth the knowledge of God, and is the chooser of his works. And if riches be desired
in life, what is richer than wisdom, which maketh all things?180
above, and poised the fountains of waters. When he compassed the sea with its bounds, and set a law to the waters that
they should not pass their limits: when be balanced the foundations of the earth.”
177A closer link between the Virgin and Sophia has been put forth by early twentieth-century Russian “sophiologists.”
The ideas of the members of the so-called “Brotherhood of Sophia” (which had continued its activity in Western
Europe after the 1920’s) were for the most part considered heretical by the Russian Orthodox Church. Russian
philosopher Vladimir Solov’ev; the mathematician, priest, and philosopher Pavel Florenskii; and Archpriest Sergei
Bulgakov, to name a few, interpreted Sophia as a feminine aspect of the Divine or even a fourth, feminine hypostasis of
the Holy Trinity.
178Ikos 9 of the Akathistos Hymn to the Virgin refers to Mary as the”vessel of the wisdom of God.” “The Akathistos
Hymn,” Stanza 17 (Ikos 9). Ioannis Spatharakis. The Pictorial Cycles of the Akathistos Hymn for the Virgin. (Leiden:
Alexandros Press, 2006), p. 191.
179The XVI icon of Sophia with the text of the Commentary (re-written on the icon after XVIII restoration) contains an
inscription at the top: “Sofia, Holy Wisdom, the interpretation of the holy and apostolic church.” While this phrase may
refer to the interpretation of Wisdom, inscribed on the upper central part of the icon, it may also refer to a reading of
Sophia as the church.
180Wisdom 8: 1-5 
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Similarly, St. Constantine-Cyril, dreams of choosing the most beautiful maid, Sophia, Holy
Wisdom, as his bride.181
The Old Testament feminine personification of Sophia also creates an association with
the Virgin.182 In Old Church Slavonic and then in Russian the word “Sophia” itself retained its
Greek etymological and phonetic identity (í meaning “wisdom”). Moreover, as theologian
Sergei Averintsev notes, in Old Church Slavonic and in Russian, “Sophia” also took on the role
of a proper female name as a part of the expression “Sophia, the Wisdom of God,” thus
reinforcing the personification of Wisdom.183
An important element of the Proverbs 9 text is the temple-building performed by Holy
Wisdom. Interpreted within the context of the New Testament, the Virgin becomes the temple of
Wisdom. In his fourteenth-century commentary on the Proverbs 9 text, Patriarch Philotheos
Kokkinos interprets Sophia as Christ, who constructs his ‘bodily temple’ in the Virgin.184 The
mid-sixteenth-century Novgorod icon “Wisdom Hath Built Herself a House,” discussed in the
third chapter (Fig. 32), effectively displays this connection by including both a literal
representation of the temple and a metaphoric one, the Virgin. The image also draws an important
visual parallel between Sophia and the Mary: both are enthroned and surrounded by nearly
identical circles of glory and Wisdom is depicted turning in the direction of the Virgin. In fact,
the title from Proverbs 9 text was sometimes used to refer to an image of the Virgin enthroned
181Brothers Constantine-Cyril and Methodius, originally from Thessalonica, became the famed missionaries to Slavic
lands in the IX century. Constantine-Cyril’s vision is described in his Vita, attributed to St. Clement of Ochrid.
Interestingly, the adjective “beautiful,” used to describe the bride-Sophia, is equal to the adjective “red” in Slavonic and
Russian. See Bychkov, pp. 46-47.
182Ecclesiasticus 1:9-10, 24; Proverbs 9; Wisdom 8, 9, etc.
183Sergei S. Averintsev “K Uiasneniiu Smysla Nadpisi nad Konkhoi Tsentral’noi Apsidy Sofii Kievskoi.” Sophia-
Logos: Slovar’. (Kiev: Dukh i Litera, 2000), p. 220. It is important to mention that the Russian phrase “	 
# $	” is literally translated as the “Hyper-Wisdom of God”. As Averintsev notes, the prefix pre- or
hyper- (Gr. , C<DE-) was implemented by Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite as a “transcendentalizing prefix” applied to
“all attributes of God.” In fact the term C<DEí is one used by Pseudo-Dionysius. Averintsev, p. 235, nt. 8.
184In E. B. Gromova. Istoria Russkoi Ikonografii Akafista: Ikona “Pokhvala Bogomateri s Akafistom”iz Uspenskogo
Sobora Moscovskogo Kremlia. (Moskva: Indrik, 2005), p. 175.
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with Christ Emmanuel.185 As discussed in the first and second chapters, the Novgorod Sophia
may also share semantic space with the Virgin, as is the case of Holy Wisdom with St. Peter
breaking the bread and Praise of the Virgin (Fig. 8), where Sophia flanked by the two St. Johns
replicates the composition of the Virgin flanked by the two archangels below. The inscriptions
above the Sophia “Deesis” refer to purity, while the frame contains parts of the Akathistos hymn
to the Virgin.186
The concept of the Old Testament Wisdom building her temple also leads to a
Mariological reading. The Kievan St. Sophia contains a large apse mosaic of the Virgin Orant,
surrounded by an inscription from Ps. 45: 6, referring the city of Jerusalem: “God is in the midst
of her, she shall not be moved,” suggesting that God is within the Virgin, the church, and the
city.187 However, perhaps of greatest significance to the Mariological interpretation of Sophia
iconography is the celebration of the days of consecration of Sophia churches in Kiev Novgorod,
and other cities on feast days associated with the Virgin (the Birth of the Virgin, celebrated on the
eighth of September in Kiev and the Assumption of the Virgin, celebrated on the fifteenth of
August in Novgorod).188 The same is true of the sixteenth-century Sophia churches of Vologda
(1568) and Tobol’sk (1587), both connected to Novgorod and celebrating the days of dedication
on the day of the Assumption of the Virgin. The liturgy performed on the Day of the Assumption
in the Novgorod St. Sophia, as well as some versions of the Commentary on St. Sophia not only
185A compositional link between the Novgorod Sophia type and the icon “In Thee Rejoiceth,” dedicated to the Virgin,
has already been noted.
186The inscriptions are printed in Filimonov, p. 11.
187The Virgin in the Kievan Sophia had come to be called “The Indestructible Wall,” thus referencing the city itself.
The psalm refers to the presence of God within a city. The feminine gender of word “city” (polis) in Greek is lost in the
Latin translation. See Averintsev, p. 214. The Novgorod St. Sophia had a similar image of the Virgin Orant, eventually
replaced by a fresco of Sophia.
188As suggested by one of the manuscripts attributed to Otenskii, the Novgorod St. Sophia did not celebrate a day of
consecration (recognizing only the twelve great feasts, according to the Byzantine tradition) until the time of Gennadii,
who became archbishop in 1484. A version of the Commentary mentions that Sophia is celebrated on the day of
Assumption. See Filimonov, p. 9; Florovskii, p. 400.The Novgorod St. Sophia was in 1052, on the fourteenth of
September, the day of the Exaltation of the Cross. See Sofiiskaia Pervaia Letopis’. Polnoe Sobranie Russkikh Letopisei.
Vol. 6.), p. 180.
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refer to Sophia as Christ and the Virgin interchangeably, but also use the name “Sophia” to
address both the personification of Divine Wisdom and specific churches dedicated to it.
For instance, while insisting on Christ as the “head” of Wisdom, the Commentary on
Sophia maintains that: “St. Sophia, which is the Wisdom of God, can be explained as the
Virgin.”189 The Sophia liturgy also celebrates Divine Wisdom as both Christ and his throne – the
Virgin.190 The anthem (tropar’) of the fourth tune (glas) of the liturgy reads:
The great and ineffable power of the Wisdom of God, the honored Sophia, glorified
temple, the fiery-eyed throne of Christ our Lord: you were inhabited by the ineffable
Word of God and became flesh, the invisible came and the inviolable came from you and
lived among men. 191
Here the interpretation of Sophia as a temple and a throne also references the Cathedral of St.
Sophia itself. Indeed, it is probable that this liturgy was dedicated to Sophia only insofar that it
celebrated the consecration of the Novgorod St. Sophia on the day of the Assumption of the
Virgin. Thus, the feast day of the Assumption and a Mariological reading take precedence in
celebrating Sophia. Further uniting Sophia and the Virgin is the Proverbs 9 text, read during
consecration of new churches and on a number of Marian feasts, including the Birth of the
Virgin, the Annunciation, and Assumption .192
The existence of a strong Mariological connotation of Sophia, still did not mean that this
interpretation was officially accepted. In the seventeenth century an eccentric poet, prince Semen
Shakhovskii composed his own liturgy dedicated to Sophia (referring to the Novgorod
iconography), basing it on Marian liturgies, and referencing Wisdom as both the Word of God
189
“		 	, 	  # $	, %			  #		 $1.” “Tolkovanie o
Sviatoi Sofii,” p. 199.
190 For a discussion of the Virgin as the throne of Wisdom (Sedes Sapientiae in its Latin equivalent) see 
tingof Obraz
Bogomateri. (Moskva: Progress-Traditsiia, 2000), p. 45. Reference to the Virgin as the “throne of the King” is, again,
found in the Akathistos hymn, Stanza 1,7 (Ikos 1). Spatharakis, 185.
191 i	  +	 # $i	 c, i	 !	, !&( *, +&( 
! / $ -:  	 % 	 +  $i  ! %&, &( 		 
!&( + % +&    !..." See Filimonov, p. 9.
192 See Meyendorff, “Wisdom-Sophia,” p. 392. Also, 
tingof, p. 48.
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and the temple of the Word. The controversial liturgy was, however, never officially employed by
the Church.193 In the early eighteenth century the Greek brothers Likhud unsuccessfully attempted
to correct Shakhovskii’s liturgy, providing it with a more Christological meaning. Failing at first,
they finally succeed in producing an acceptable discourse on Wisdom by eliminating all
references to the Virgin and equating Sophia with Christ alone.194
In his discussion of the development of the Sophia iconography, Filimonov suggests that
by (and after) the seventeenth century the representation of Sophia came to be associated with
Christ in the North and with the Virgin in the South of Russia. According to him, the icon of the
crucified Christ within a seven-pillared temple had a Southern (Kievan) equivalent, where the
Virgin was represented in a similar structure.195 (Fig. 39) Both of these later types retain a basic
“Deesis” structure, characteristic of the Novgorod Sophia. The fact that the central figure of Holy
Wisdom could have been substituted by either Christ or the Virgin points not only to regional
differences in interpretation, but also to the dual, Christological and Mariological meaning
inherent in the Personification of Wisdom. In the Novgorod type, however, the two
“interpretations” of the central figure do not compete with each other, but are inter-dependent,
blending the Old Testament feminine personification of Wisdom and its New Testament
incarnation in Christ.
The Theme of Purity: Containing Wisdom
The tendency to interpret the concept and the iconography of Sophia through a ‘bifocal,’
Christological and Mariological lens, had actually contributed to a more accurate representation
193
“Sluzhba Sofii Premudrosti Bozhiei Kniaza Simeona Ivanovicha Shakhovskogo.” F. G. Spasskii. Russkoe
Liturgicheskoe Tvorchestvo (po Sovremennym Mineiam). (Paris: YMCA Press, 1951), pp 267-268.
194Ibid., pp. 269-271.
195This image is influenced by the Catholic iconography of the Immaculate Conception, which reached Kiev through
Poland.
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of the overarching concept of Wisdom. The focus on the Virgin had shifted the attention from the
figure of Christ incarnate to the process of incarnation itself, emphasizing Wisdom as immaterial
and formless a priori. While Christ embodies Wisdom, the Virgin contains it. Yet, Wisdom can
also be contained by other entities, accessible to the human mind and imagination. As Wisdom
speaks in Ecclesiastius (24: 13-15):
And he said to me: Let thy dwelling be in Jacob, and thy inheritance in Israel, and take
root in my elect. From the beginning, and before the world, was I created, and unto the
world to come I shall not cease to be, and in the holy dwelling place I have ministered
before him. And so was I established in Sion, and in the holy city likewise I rested, and
my power was in Jerusalem.
The dwelling place of Wisdom may be a city, a church, or a person. The Commentary of Sophia
supports this notion, suggesting that Wisdom, in its larger context is immaterial and infinite, yet
also active in its ability to descend into a pure vessel. As stated in the Wisdom of Solomon (7: 24-
26):
For wisdom is more active than all active things: she reacheth everywhere by reason of her purity.
She is the vapour of the power of God, and a certain pure emanation of the glory of the almighty
God: and therefore no defiled thing cometh into her. For she is the brightness of eternal light, and
the unspotted mirror of God's majesty, and the image of his goodness.196
The Commentary of Sophia treats virginity or purity as the primary quality of the vessel inhabited
by Wisdom and as the unifying theme of the Novgorod Sophia type. Mary serves as a principal
example of the pure vessel (in fact, adjectives such as “the unspotted mirror,” used to describe
Wisdom, have also traditionally been applied to the Virgin). The Commentary encourages the
practice of chastity in imitation of Mary and in order to receive the “grace” of Wisdom:
Those who follow the way of chastity follow the way of the Most Pure
Theotokos….Those who follow the way of chastity give birth to words of wisdom and
mission, and they teach those who are still unenlightened and have not received grace.197
Thus, human bodies may also serve as temples of Wisdom, or the Holy Spirit, according to St.
Paul (1 Corinthians 6:19). The theme of chastity and purity, shared by the different versions of
the Commentary, points to a possible monastic origin of the text. It is therefore fitting that the
196Wis. 7:26
197
“Message of the Greek Patriarch Luke,” p. 122.
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Commentary on Sophia was inserted into the “Message of the Greek Patriarch Luke,” in order to
reinforce the importance of episcopal chastity and monastic practice.198
While originating with the Virgin, chastity extends beyond its gendered connotation,
unifying Mary, Sophia, and John the Baptist (in some versions of the Commentary, also John the
Evangelist and John Chrysostom),199 and placing them into the realm of angels, particularly
appropriate within the context of the Ackland Sophia, as “celibacy is the angels’ way of life.”200
The text also distinguishes fire as a purifying element. Symbolized through the color red,
it is important not only as a quality of the angel-Sophia and the seraphim201 that surround the
Ancient of Days, but also as one of the disembodied forms in which God has appeared to
humans.202 As the Commentary reads:
Chastity has the fiery face of a maid. Fire is a divinity which burns all carnal passions and
lightens a pure soul, which the prophets and angels had. A life of celibacy is pure and
similar to the life of angels. Prophets have been the repositories of the manifestation of
the Holy Spirit. [They] have a royal crown on their heads as the symbol of humble
Wisdom, which reigns over passions…. Their prophetic talents are symbolized by the
fiery, high-flying wing of the eagle because they prove their reason…. In their right hand
they hold the scroll on which are inscribed unknown and concealed mysteries… The
cloak of light is also the affirmation of the seven pillars of the seven gifts of the Spirit.
And under their feet is a stone, according to the Lord’s words.203
The movement toward purity and wisdom into the angelic realm is accompanied by a
renunciation of the flesh and an ascent through love: notions characteristic of monastic (ascetic)
198This version of the Commentary is apparently adjusted to address the bishops (as “they”). Other variants of the text
refer directly to Sophia, as represented in the Novgorod iconography.
199The variations in the text manuscripts probably derive from iconographical differences of the visual referents.
200
“Message of the Great Patriarch Luke,” pp. 122-123.
201The seraphim are said to be the closest to God (according to the Pseudo-Dionysian hierarchy). The word “seraphim”
refers to “fiery” in ancient Hebrew. See V.V. Filatov, p. 161.
202It is useful to recall the burning bush as a pre-figuration of the Virgin. Also relevant is the XVI and XVII-century
Russian iconography of the Virgin of the Burning Bush (Kupina Neopalimaia), which represents the fire surrounding
the Virgin using two red and blue or green overlapping rhomboids, characteristic of Wisdom.
203
“Message of the Great Patriarch Luke,” pp. 122-123. This part of the Commentary is based on John Chrysostom’s
address on the Gospel of Matthew. See fn. 10.
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treatises, both in the East and the West.204 According one of the versions of the Commentary,
Christ, had “[be]loved” the virginity of Mary and her “humble wisdom,” choosing to incarnate
through her. The Baptist had “[be]loved the Word of God, in turn, “giving birth” to “living
words” of his own (that is, preaching the coming of the kingdom of God and baptizing Christ).205
It is not incidental that André Grabar had related Novgorod Sophia iconography to a
miniature from a twelfth century manuscript of John Climacus’s Ladder of Divine Ascent (Sinai
gr. 418, 283r.), representing the three cardinal virtues: Faith, Hope, and Charity as three angels,
with the central figure Charity (or Love) enthroned, and blessed by Christ from above, much like
Sophia. (Fig. 40) Though the possibility of a direct visual influence of the Climacus miniature on
Russian iconography seems unlikely, the abbot’s treatise, popular in Russia, especially from the
fourteenth century, serves as a useful example of the monastic underpinnings of the
“Commentary on Sophia.” 206 Importantly, Volotskii’s address To the Iconographer, along with
his defense of images, also focuses on an iconographer’s (a monk’s) physical and spiritual
purification.207
In Climacus’ treatise the monk strives toward his goal, Christ, imagined as a female
beloved or a “queen,” obtaining an “angelic state” and cleansing his body by “the flame of
purity.” 208 As St. John writes: “He who wishes to present his body pure to Christ and to show
204The concept of Divine Wisdom has played a significant role in the Early Christian (and later) ascetic and mystical
traditions, as well as in Gnosticism. The scope of the relevance of these traditions to Russian iconography,
unfortunately, exceeds the framework of this paper.
205See Filimonov, pp.7-8. In Russian and Slavonic the verb “+%,” translated as “to belove” indicates an upward
movement. The notion of St. John giving birth to “living words” may support the interpretation of his sword as “the
word of God,” according to St. Paul.
206For a discussion of the accessibility of Climacus’ text and its illustrations in Moscow and Novgorod see Smirnova.
Fonti della Sapienza, pp. 63-66.
207The second Discourse (Slovo) in particular functions as a monastic treatise. In this context, it is also necessary to
consider mind Volotskii’s strictly monastic background.
208St. John Climacus. The Ladder of Divine Ascent. Trans. Archimandrite Lazarus Moore. (Boston: Holy
Transfiguration Monastery, 1978), Step 30:18-19, p. 227.
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Him a clean heart must carefully preserve chastity.”209 Here too, purity is key to the reception of
Divine Wisdom:
The indwelling Word perfects purity, and slays death by His presence; and after the
slaying of death, the disciple of Divine knowledge is illumined. The Word of the Lord,
which is from God the Father, is pure and remains so eternally…Purity makes its disciple
a theologian, who of himself grasps the dogmas of the Trinity.210
At the top of the ladder are the three cardinal virtues, ‘the greatest of which is love.’211 As
Maximus the Confessor (a commentator of Pseudo-Dionysius) writes: “Divine Wisdom descends
through mercy as far as the human intellect ascends through love [caritatem].”212
While the explication of Sophia, like Climacus’ treatise, may be more readily applied to
monastic practice, it ultimately suggests a way for an individual to access the image of Sophia
and contemplate Divine Wisdom. Aiding in this interpretation are the writings Pseudo-Dionysius,
which had not only contributed to the first Russian articulation of the significance of the icon to
devotional practice,213 but also reinforced the increasingly complex hierarchical structure of
Russian icons starting in the end of the fifteenth century. Pseudo-Dionysius addresses the
encounter between the human soul and intellect and Divine Wisdom through the senses, and
consequently, through an image. In On the Divine Names,214 he presents a hierarchy that can be
applied to the Ackland icon. At the top is God, who “transcends all [human] reason, all
209Ibid., Step 26: 141, pp 183-184.
210Ibid., Step 30:22-24, pp. 227-228.
211See 1 Corinthians: 13. It may be relevant that the virtues are also depicted in the versions of “Wisdom hath Built
herself a House” with the crucified Christ or the Virgin ‘substituting’ Divine Wisdom.
212In Stephen Nichols. Romanesque Signs: Early Medieval Narrative and Iconography. (New Haven, Conn. : Yale
University Press, 1983), p. 20. The notion of the descent and movement of wisdom is also found in the Scripture:
“Wherefore I wished, and understanding was give me: and I called upon God, and the spirit of wisdom came upon me”
(Wis. 7). Also see James 3: 15, Proverbs 2:10.
213Used extensively by Volotskii to defend images. As G.M. Prokhorov notes, it is precisely through a lens of the works
of Pseudo-Dionysius that we must regard such early Russian Wisdom imagery as the illustration of the 9 Proverbs text
in the no longer extant Volotovo fresco (dated c.1360-80) See Prokhorov. Pamiatniki Perevodnoi Russkoi Literatury, p.
20-27.
214 Concerning “Wisdom,” “Mind,” “Word,” “Truth,” “Faith”
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intelligence, and all wisdom.”215 Moving downwards,216 the first to benefit from “the workings of
the divine Wisdom” are angels, who through the Wisdom of God “become shaped as close as
possible to the transcendently wise mind and reason of God.”217 Human reason remains at the
bottom (metaphorically speaking, outside of the icon), somewhat comparable to that of angels,
but incomplete. What enables its completion and integration is the gift (grace) of God’s Wisdom,
which can be accessed by uplifting the soul to the figures and symbols presented in the Scripture:
Here too let us hold on to the scriptural rule that when we say anything about God, we
should set down the truth “not in the plausible words of human wisdom but in
demonstration of the power granted by the Spirit” to the scripture writers, a power by
which, in a manner surpassing speech and knowledge, we reach a union superior to
anything available to us by way of our own abilities or activities in the realm of discourse
or intellect.”218
The Ackland Sophia draws out multiple visual symbols from the Old and the New Testaments,
linking figure to pre-figuration and stressing the importance of the image to the Scripture as a
whole. Through its hierarchical structure, marked by the upward movement of angel wings, the
Ackland icon emphasizes ascent through the image to the divine realm. The personification of
Wisdom in the center of the icon not only refers to one of the names of Christ (and therefore to
215Pseudo-Dionysius. “The Divine Names,” p. 105.
216This “descent” of Wisdom may be also linked to the idea of grace. See, for instance, Wisdom 7: 7, “Wherefore I
wished, and understanding was given me: and I called upon God, and the spirit of wisdom came upon me.”
217Pseudo-Dionysius. “The Divine Names,” p. 106.
218Pseudo-Dionysius relies on the same passage from Paul’s First Epistle to the Corinthians (1 Cor 2:4), as those who
insist on interpreting Wisdom as Christ. “Divine Names,” p. 49.
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God in his totality), but also implicitly references the feast of Wisdom, through which one may
receive divine knowledge. 219
219Pseudo-Dionysius. “Letter to Titus the Hierarch,” pp. 286-287.
V. CONCLUSION
It is appropriate that in their respective defenses of holy images, St. John of Damascus
and Iosif Volotskii (by way of St. John) contest the Old Testament prohibition of idolatry, citing
examples of ‘figures’ and ‘images’ from the Old Testament, including Moses’ tabernacle,
decorated with cherubim and Noah’s ark, but presenting Christ’s incarnation, an act by which the
unknowable God has made himself visible, as the decisive validation of icons.220 As St. John
writes:
For nature of the flesh did not become divinity, but as the Word became flesh immutably,
remaining what it was, so also the flesh became the Word without losing what it was,
being rather made equal to the Word hypostatically. Therefore I am emboldened to depict
the invisible God, not as invisible, but as he became visible for our sake, by participation
in flesh and blood. For if it is impossible to depict the soul, how much more God, who
gives the soul its immateriality?221
While the event of the Incarnation was at the forefront of the iconophile arguments since the
eighth century, St. John’s writings did not deal with “natural” (i.e. historical) images alone.
Among other possible types of representations, he includes “pre-eternal” ones;222 biblical “shapes
and forms and figures” that rely on “depicting in bodily form what is invisible and bodiless,
because we cannot behold the bodiless without using shapes that bear some analogy to us;” ‘pre-
figurations,’ such as the burning bush; and “memorial” images.223 Volotskii uses St. John’s
discussion to defend the depiction of the Old Testament Trinity as three angels, thereby also
220These arguments are emphasized in first and third Treatises of St. John’s On the Divine Images and in the first
Discourse of Volotskii’s To the Iconographer.
221St. John of Damascus. Three Treatises on the Divine Images. Trans. Andrew Louth. (Crestwood, NY: St. Vladimir’s
Seminary Press, 2003), Treatise I.4, p. 22.
222St. John refers to the Pseudo-Dionysian notion of “predeterminations.” According to Pseudo-Dionysis, these are
predefined things “which preexist as a unity in god and which produce the essences of things.” “The Divine Names,” p.
102.
223On the Divine Images. Treatise III.18-24, p. 99.
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asserting the possibility of depicting Old Testament symbolic figures along with New Testament
historic ones.
In proposing the image as a ‘book for the illiterate,’ St. John of Damascus refers to the
primacy of sight,224 actually implying a high degree of ‘literacy’ necessary to understand an
image derived from the Scripture.225 Such literacy was a necessary component for ‘reading’ the
new and complex iconography that was used in Russia by the sixteenth century. Such
iconography usually presented figures that were textual as much as they were visual, requiring a
familiarity with the Scripture and key liturgical and theological texts. With the Novgorod Sophia
type as an example, this iconography mediated not only between text and image, but also between
the Old and the New Testaments, creating a typological link and reinforcing the importance of the
image, both essential in addressing the late fifteenth and early sixteenth-century Novgorod-
Moscow heresies of the “judaizers.”
Informed by the Scripture and theological texts, visually and conceptually related
iconography, and Sophia-church building, the figure of Divine Wisdom in the Novgorod type and
in the Ackland Sophia simultaneously represents several types of images defined by St. John,
including a “pre-eternal” image, a bodily form that approximates the “invisible and bodiless,” and
a ‘pre-figuration,’ collapsing the boundaries of time within the context of the Scripture and
history as a whole. In addition to the central figure, the Ackland icon offers a number of visual
references to Christ, directing attention to the multiple names of God and to the dual nature of
Christ. Within the framework of personal devotional practice, the figure of Sophia represents the
224Drawing on the classical tradition of the hierarchy of the senses.
225On the Divine Images. Treatise I. 17, pp. 31-32.
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two-way connection226 between the human and the divine, enacted, in accordance with Pseudo-
Dionysius through a simultaneous descent of Divine Wisdom and ascent of the soul through the
image.
226 The Pseudo-Dionysian idea of ‘procession and return.’
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APPENDIX 1
Figures
Figure 1: Sophia, Holy Wisdom, XVI c.
Ackland Art Museum, Chapel Hill, NC
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Figure 2: Sophia, Holy Wisdom, XVII c.
Main iconostasis, Cathedral of St. Sophia, Novgorod
Fig. 3: Main iconostasis of St. Sophia Cathedral, Novgorod
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Figure 4: Sophia, King David. Miniature, Kievan Psalter, 1397, fol. 63v
Saltykov-Shchedrin State Public Library, St. Petersburg
Figure 5: Sophia, Holy Wisdom. Miniature, Acts and Letters of the Apostles, ca. 1490-1500, Novgorod
State Russian Museum, St. Petersburg (Collection of N. Likhachev)
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Figure 6: Sophia, Holy Wisdom, 2-sided altar icon (front)
XVI or XV century, Cathedral of the Annunciation, Moscow
State Museums of the Moscow Kremlin
Line drawing of the icon
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Figure 7: Sophia, Holy Wisdom, early XVI c., Novgorod
State Russian Museum, St. Petersburg (Collection of N. Likhachev)
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Figure 8: Holy Wisdom with St. Peter breaking the bread and Praise of the Virgin (central part)
Second half of the XVI c., Moscow
State Museums of the Moscow Kremlin, Moscow
Figure 9: “My heart hath uttered a good word,” third quarter of the XVI c.
Possibly Beloozero (Vologda region), Andrei Rublev Museum, Moscow
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Figure 10: Sophia, Holy Wisdom with the Holidays, Second half of the XVII c.
Tret’iakov Gallery, Moscow
Figure 11: Christ the Holy Wisdom, XVII c.
The Temple Gallery, London
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Figure 12: Virgin of the Sign, late XVI c., Novgorod
State Russian Museum, St. Petersburg
Figure 13: Sophia, Holy Wisdom, end of the XVI c., possibly Vologda
Tret’iakov Gallery, Moscow
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Figure 14: Sophia, altar fresco, 1686-88
Cathedral of St. Sophia, Vologda
Figure 15: Sophia, Holy Wisdom, Stroganov School, XVII c.
Perm’ Art Museum
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Figure 16: John the Baptist, Angel of the Desert (det.), XVII c., Moscow
Tret’iakov Gallery, Moscow
Figure 17: Deesis icon, end of XV-beginning of XVI c., Novgorod School,
Tret’iakov Gallery, Moscow
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Figure 18: St. John the Baptist and Gabriel
(det. of a Deesis icon)
Temple Gallery, London Ackland Sophia, (det.)
Figure 19: Christ the Savior enthroned
XVI c., Novgorod
Tret’iakov Gallery, Moscow Ackland Sophia (det.)
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Figure 20: “In Thee Rejoiceth,” 1530’s, Novgorod
State Russian Museum, St. Petersburg
Figure 21: “King of Kings”
Second half of the XV c., possibly Mt. Athos
Tret’iakov Gallery, Moscow
Collection of P.M. Tret’iakov) Ackland Sophia (det.)
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Figure 22: Old Testament Trinity, 1420, ca.
State Russian Museum, St. Petersburg
Figure 23: The Protecting Veil of the Mother of God
Early XVI c., Novgorod region
State Russian Museum, St. Petersburg
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Figure 24: New Testament Trinity, 1420, ca., Novgorod
Tret’iakov Gallery, Moscow
Figure 25: Trinity, Sophia, Savior “Not Made by Human Hands,” 1528
Exterior fresco, St. Sophia, Novgorod .
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Figure 26: Sophia (det.), altar fresco
XVI-XVII c., Assumption Cathedral, Kremlin, Moscow
Figure 27: Sophia, exterior fresco, 1630-1640, ca., Assumption Cathedral
Kremlin, Moscow
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Figure 28: David, Sophia, Prophetia, X c.
Paris Psalter, Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, Gr. 139, fol. 7v.
Figure 29: St. Matthew and Sophia Figure 30: St. Luke and Sophia,
1429, Serbia, Radoslav Gospels Early XV c.
National Library of Russia, St. Petersburg Miniature, Rogozhskoe Evangilie, Moscow
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Figure 31: Feast of Wisdom, fresco, 1295, St. Clement, Ochrid (Macedonia)
Figure 32: “Wisdom hath built herself a house,” 1548, ca., Novgorod
Tret’iakov Gallery, Moscow
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Figure 33:
Quadripartite icon, including “And God Rested on the Seventh Day” (upper right)
and “The Only Begotten Son” (upper left)
1547, ca., Cathedral of the Annunciation, Kremlin
State Museums of the Moscow Kremlin
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Figure 34: Sophia, Holy Wisdom with commentary, (central part of a triptych)
XVI c., Novgorod
Tret’iakov Gallery, Moscow
Figure 35: Christ-Sophia, 1360, ca., Byzantine Museum, Athens
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Figure 36: Savior “Holy Silence,” 1800, ca.
Temple Gallery, London
Figure 37: Wisdom-Emmanuel, 1335, ca., Monastery of Rila, Bulgaria, tower chapel
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Figure 38: Christ, Holy Wisdom, line drawing of a XVII c. icon
Figure 39: “Wisdom hath built herself a House”
XVIII c., Kolomenskoe Museum, Moscow
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Figure 40: Faith, Charity, Hope, miniature from John Climacus’ Ladder of Divine Ascent
Sinai Gr. 418, fol. 283r.
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Catalogue
Sophia, Wisdom of God
16th century, Russia
“Northern School”
Tempera and gilding on wood
31.5*25.5 cm
Ackland Art Museum
Date Acquired: 12.06.89
Acc. No. 89.83
State of Conservation:
The Ackland Sophia (Fig. 1) is gilded and painted in egg tempera on wood.227 The wood
is hollowed out, so as to create a natural recessed “frame” or kovcheg (literally translated as
“ark”), accented by a thin red line across its perimeter. The slightly warped panel,228 is fitted with
two partial struts inserted into the back and located approximately 6.4 cm from the top and the
bottom of the icon. Judging from the difference in the condition of the wood, the struts are likely
a later addition, used to prevent further warping. (Fig. 2) Another thin wooden insert has been
placed vertically into the split which starts in the middle of the bottom edge of the panel: an
outcome of uneven warping and pressure resulting from the insertion of the struts. A small
vertical portion of the icon in the area of the split (the bottom right edge of St. Sophia’s gown and
the right portion of the stone) has been repainted. (Fig. 3) There are significant losses of the
gilding, some loss of paint, particularly around the vertical split in the bottom of the icon and
around the edges of the panel, and some loss of ground (levkas), especially in the upper right
corner of the icon. There is no clear indication of the cloth (pavoloka), traditionally placed on top
of the panel before the ground. A layer of dirt and darkened varnish have contributed to a
227The wood is dense and fine-grained, possibly lime. There is no evidence that the painting was executed on top of
gold leaf. The incisions used to mark off the area to be painted are very slight.
228The height and length are not uniform on both sides, since the icon is slightly warped.
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dimmer, yellowed appearance of the colors .229 Thus, the colors that tend toward green, were
probably originally blue. The color palette is dominated by reds, and contains ochres, blues, and
greens. The only visible inscription is found in white around the bust of Christ Emmanuel, held
by the Virgin, reading IC X (Jesus Christ).230
Provenance:
It is useful to consider the provenance of the Ackland icon within the framework of the
complex fate of Russian religious art in the period after the Revolution of 1917, marked by the
appropriation, closing, and destruction of monastery complexes, churches, and the objects that
they housed.231 Some portable objects became part of émigré and foreign private collections.
The Ackland Sophia was purchased, along with several other icons in post-revolutionary
St. Petersburg by Elizabeth Patterson, a widely-traveled New York socialite. Patterson’s icon
collection was inherited by her god-daughter, Jane Barry Haynes in 1980,232 and was presented as
a gift to the Ackland Museum in 1989.
The label on the back of the icon reads: MOSCOW STATE SALES, Division of Art and
Antiques in Russian,233 possibly suggesting a state-wide distributor of antique objects. The title
(“Sophia”), date (“XVI century”), and the school (“Northern School”) are filled out by hand in
229 Traditionally, olifa, but by this time probably linseed oil was used. There is no evidence that this icon has been
“renewed.” Renewing (ponovlenie) icons was a common practice that included touching up and painting over aged
images (also making it difficult to date the original).
230 The inscription differs from the traditional IC XC or I)C XPC, used starting in the late XVII century.
231 Under Soviet rule, religious buildings were often employed for secular use, as storage facilities, meeting places,
jails, etc. Devotional and other religious objects were often destroyed or used for raw materials. Others were lost and
sold. Some, however, were preserved as “historical artifacts.”
232 Patterson purchased the icons “ ‘at the Winter Palace in Leningrad, about 1922.’ “ Charles Millard, Director of the
Ackland Museum, to Natalia Teteriatnikov of Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection. 15 November 1989.
“Sophia, Holy Wisdom,” Acc. No. 89.83. Ackland Art Museum Curatorial File. An email from Charles Haynes (the
son of Jane Barry Haynes) to Gerarld Bolas, director of the Ackland (29 September 2003), states that Patterson
purchased the icons at the Winter Palace “just after the revolution.” See also Jane Barry Haynes to Dr. Dean Walker,
Curator at the Ackland Art Museum. 30 Oct.,1989. Ackland Curatorial File.
233040'0F4 (Acronym), . /&( 0.
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Russian, and translated into English.234 A hand-written note in English adds “from Muscovy
Museum” on the bottom and “Suzdal’sk” at the top. 235 (Fig. 4) While the references to “Moscow
State Sales” and the “Muscovy Museum” indicate that the icon came from Moscow, it is not
certain whether it was executed there. The stylistic attribution of the icon to a “Northern school”
is probably correct, judging from the appearance of the figures and the palette. However, the icon
exhibits some departures from original Novgorodian iconography (for instance, the wings of the
Virgin and St. John the Baptist), which have been observed in Sophia compositions in Moscow
and Vologda.
The Ackland Sophia was likely made in a small shop (lavka), usually located on the
territory of a church or a monastery and specializing in producing and selling icons private use.
Icons purchased in such shops oftentimes became part of private collections in St. Petersburg and
Moscow. It is plausible that the icon was in private hands before it became part of the inventory
of “Moscow State Sales,” and was then resold in St. Petersburg (perhaps at a fair or a market).
The date provided on the label was considered correct by Natalia Teteriatnikov of Dumbarton
Oaks, who had called the piece “very good and important” and having “interesting iconography,”
and is supported by iconographic analysis.236 Considering the iconographic departures from the
standard Novgorod type, the Ackland Sophia icon may be dated to the latter part of the sixteenth
century or later and was likely produced in the region of Vologda.
234 The translation likely anticipated the purchase of the icon by a foreigner.
235 The reference to the “Muscovy Museum” may be an incorrect translation of “Moscow State Sales.” Suzdal’sk
probably references Suzdal’, located near Moscow.
236 Phone conversation with Natalia Teteriatnikov. Nov. 21 1989. Ackland Curatorial file.
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Back
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Fig. 3
Warping, loss of ground Split, front Insert, back
Fig. 4
Label, back
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